
FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY Aw 2018



WHAT DOES THE SPEC SAY? 

4.3.9 Forensic Psychology

Problems in defining crime. Ways of measuring crime, including official statistics, victim surveys 
and offender surveys.

Offender profiling: the top-down approach, including organised and disorganised types of 
offender; the bottom-up approach, including investigative Psychology; geographical profiling.

Biological explanations of offending behaviour: an historical approach (atavistic form); 
genetics and neural explanations.

Psychological explanations of offending behaviour: Eysenck’s theory of the criminal 
personality; cognitive explanations; level of moral reasoning and cognitive distortions, 
including hostile attribution bias and minimalisation; differential association theory; 
psychodynamic explanations.

Dealing with offending behaviour: the aims of custodial sentencing and the psychological 
effects of custodial sentencing. Recidivism. Behaviour modification in custody. Anger 
management and restorative justice programmes.



WHICH ONES ARE CRIMES? THINK PAIR 
SHARE

Collecting rainwater                            Blackmail 

A pregnant woman urinating in a policeman’s helmet

Having a food hygiene rating of 1                               Manslaughter          

Being a female topless cashier in a tropical fish shop in Liverpool. 

Emotional abuse of a person under 16     Concealment of birth 



PROBLEMS IN DEFINING A CRIME? 

In pairs discuss the following question:

What could be a problem in defining crime?

Crime: an act committed in violation of the law 
where the consequence of conviction by court is 
punishment (especially a serious punishment such as 
imprisonment) 



DEFINITIONS OF CRIME 

The definitions of crime would be problematic as whether something is illegal or not 
would be down to the definition of crime that is being used (this isn’t as a 
straightforward as we think!!)

The definition is only as good as the legal system (whether its corrupt or not), is the 
definition able to change and  historical changes could see a once criminal act 
become legal.. 

Therefore, we would argue that crime is socially constructed based on the society 
which the act is being performed. There is not a ‘universal’ definition of crime as a 
result.  However, there are SOME crimes that are nearly universal (murder and theft) 
BUT even within these crimes we see cultural variations. 



THE FOLLOWING FACTORS…

The following factors will make it difficult to define crime: 

1. Culture

2. Age

3. Context

4. Circumstance 



CULTURE

Definitions of crime would vary cross- culturally as socially 
acceptable behaviour will vary across each of the cultures. 

Our example: 

Bigamy (marrying multiple partners at once)

Is this illegal ?  Do you think that this is universally 
illegal/legal? 



BIGAMY 

Illegal

United Kingdom – Bigamy (6 months jail 
or a fine). 

Netherlands - Illegal. Up to 6 years 
imprisonment. If the new partner is 
aware of the bigamy he or she can be 
imprisoned for a maximum of 4 years.

All EU countries' it is classified as illegal. 

Legal

United Kingdom – Accepted if 
performed in a country where it is legal.

Saudi Arabia

Libya

Egypt – only legal if first wife consents 





DOES THIS ADD EVIDENCE TO THE ASSUMPTION 
THAT CRIME IS SOCIALLY CONSTRUCTED? 

Yes, as there is clearly no one single definition to 
define an act as criminal/illegal.



AGE 

Age can play a major role in whether or not something would be 
seen as unacceptable or not. For example; if a young child hits 
their mother  with an object they cannot be convicted of assault 
due to the fact it is not clear whether the child knows the difference 
between right and wrong. 

The age of criminal responsibility varies from country to country… 

What age are you able to be held criminally responsible for 
your actions?  





THERE ISN’T EVEN AGREEMENT IN OUR OWN 
UNION: 

What does this mean for our discussion 
around crime being socially 

constructed? 

This is another piece of evidence that 
criminality is socially constructed. As 
there is not one SINGLE age that is 
UNIVERSAL whereby a young person can 
be held accountable for their actions. 



HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

As we’ve seen over the last decade what can be considered 
criminal in one era isn’t necessarily going to keep that status in the 
next. This is due to the legal system changing to reflect the views of 
society at that period of time. Therefore, something which would be 
seen as illegal within our current system would not be seen as 
illegal in another period of time due to a change in law. 

For example; Homosexuality within the UK was seen as a criminal 
act up until 1967 (even between two consenting adults) whereby 
individuals could be help accountable by law for their actions. 
Homosexuality is now no longer illegal/against the law in the UK. 



ANOTHER EXAMPLE: SUICIDE IN THE UK?

Was suicide in the UK illegal or legal?

Up  until 1961 suicide was illegal –
meaning those that were not successful 
would have been imprisoned or liable to 
pay a fine. 

Those whom were successful would have 
been buried in consecrated ground and 
the family would have been shunned by 
the church. 

Assisted suicide in the UK is however still 
illegal. 



HISTORICAL EVIDENCE ? 

Discuss: do you think the historical context shows us that crime is socially 
constructed? Why? 

Yes, as the definition of a criminal act can change according to the historical 
context. There is a range of evidence that we have which points out that 
individual acts that were illegal that are now legal. Example; suicide and 
homosexuality…



CIRCUMSTANCE 

It is argued that the legal system has a level of clarity whereby something can be 
seen as clearly illegal, but there are times when allowances need to be made based 
on the situation and circumstances. 

In UK law, crime is determined when a guilty act (actus reus), violates the law and the 
individual knows what they are doing. Furthermore, an act is seen as a crime when it 
is clear that the act was carried out voluntarily and that there was an intention (mens 
rea or “guilty mind”).

So actus reus is the action itself and mens rea is the psychological element of the 
behaviours. 



EXAMPLE: SPEEDING

A man may be caught speeding, but he is desperately trying to get his wife to 
hospital as she is in labour. In this situation, has he committed a crime? Yes, in terms of 
the legal framework, but not necessarily when one considers the specific circumstances 
of his motivations for speeding.

Blackburn (1993) argues that the defining feature of crime is that it should be seen 
as “conscious rule breaking”, in short when people know that what they are doing is 
wrong and yet choose to do it anyway.

Ultimately a legal court is an important part of judging a crime and as such these 
problems are hopefully taken into consideration when a judgement is being made.



QUESTION: A02 SKILL FOCUS

‘The legal system of this country and others can be confusing. Why are some acts seen 
as a crime and others not?’

Using your knowledge of the problems within defining crime, explain why some crimes 
vary so much within this country and abroad?

1 mark – crime is socially constructed, why ? 

1 mark – 4 factors that will influence the definition of crime (culture will be your main 
focus)

1 mark – evidence cultural variations of criminal acts (bigamy)

1mark – supporting evidence that the definition of crime is socially constructed. 





WAYS OF MEASURING CRIME 

There are 3 main ways in which crime is measured. These 
allow for us to identify trends and potential issues that may 
be emerging in our society. As a result policy makers may 
use these laws as a way of trying to create new laws that 
will try to deal with new offences happening in our society. 

1. Official statistics

2. Victim Surveys

3. Offender Surveys



1. OFFICIAL STATISTICS 

The Office for National Statistics monitors the crime rates throughout England and 
Wales. This will involve the ONS collecting information on a range of crimes  such as 
criminal damage, anti-social behaviour, drug crime, property crime, victims of crime 
and violent and sexual crimes.  This will be done by analysing information recorded 
by the police and the use of victim surveys. 

The problem with the ONS it is a way of trying to measure crime levels/trends but it 
cannot take into account all types of crime. Which means as a result they would not 
be representative of the ‘true picture’ in society. 

In addition to this, the ONS takes into account a range of sources there is NOT one 
SINGLE official measure that combines sources into a single estimate of all crime in 
England and Wales. 



1. OFFICIAL STATISTICS – POLICE RECORDING 
CRIME

The police recording of crime is used as official statistics, as through the use of the 
police computer system we are able to analyse all crimes that are recorded (not just 
the ones proven to be guilty). 

The problem with this system is that crimes that are not formally reported will never 
be included in the actual figures used. Therefore, meaning the crime stats could be 
unrepresentative (e.g. minor crimes that are reported, if they would could show that 
they are significantly higher than believed).  As to why these crimes aren't reported 
can be due to fear of reporting, lack of time, lack of faith in the system to catch the 
offender and social pressure. 



2. VICTIM SURVEYS

One of the largest victim surveys carried out in the UK is the Crime Survey for 
England and Wales (CSEW), which was previously known as the British Crime Survey 
and can be found online. 

It is a face-to-face survey which collects data from 50,000 households in the UK 
(2016/17), who are selected at random through a “postcode lottery”. This means 
that not all households will be interviewed and also participants have the right to 
withdraw or refuse to be interviewed. 

Adults and children are questioned on their experiences of crime and questions are 
followed up to obtain their attitudes on crime and the police, as well as to help 
identify those groups most at risk.



2. VICTIM SURVEYS

The survey will vary from year to year in an attempt to keep up to date with crime 
trends. This is to keep material and statistics relevant and up-to-date. 

For example; over recent years there has been an increase in online criminal activity 
(such as fraud). As a result the CSEW has had to adjust to take this into account, 
otherwise increases are not picked up. 

The sample of people within the survey are asked if they have been the victims of 
crime for any of the following violence, robbery, theft and criminal damage. 
However, the survey does take into account other offences like motoring offences and 
possession of drugs but these would be classified as ‘other crimes against society’ as 
there is not one single clear victim. 



KEY STUDY: THE CRIME SURVEY FOR ENGLAND 
AND WALES (2016)

Aim: To investigate victim experiences of crime and attitudes towards crime and the legal 
system in England and Wales.

Method: As noted previously, those surveyed were asked questions on a range of different 
crimes. This year (2016) questions on fraud and computer misuse were added to the list.

Results: Overall the CSEW collected data on 6.3 million incidences of crime since the previous 
year, suggesting a 6% decrease in criminal activity. Comparatively, the police recorded 4.5 
million crimes between March 2015 and 2016, which indicated an annual rise of 8%. The 
CSEW showed no significant changes in the number of physical or sexual assaults since the 
previous year, while the police reported an increase.

Conclusion: The data helps us to understand trends in society concerning crime and to 
particularly see whether there are increases or decreases in criminal behaviour. The 
introduction of questions on fraud and computer misuse is interesting for future analysis but 
wasn’t used fully in this bulletin as it was only used in the second half of the data collection. For 
future reference, it will add more to the CSEW, but also highlights the changing face of crime.



3.OFFENDER SURVEYS 

These surveys are designed to take information from offenders, often those in prison, 
in order to develop an understanding of the behaviour and attitudes of offenders. 
The Offending Crime and Justice Survey (OCJS) was a longitudinal study carried 
out between 2003 and 2006.

It took data from a variety of areas including self-reported offending, indicators of 
recidivism (repeat offending) and the types of offences committed. By interviewing a 
range of young offenders looking back over the previous years, they identified 
specific trends in anti-social behaviour, namely a peak between the ages of 14 and 
16, and the relationship between offending behaviour and the use of drugs or 
alcohol. 

This kind of data helps researchers to identify potential risk factors and develop 
ways to prevent a person from becoming an offender, for example through treatment 
programmes targeted at certain age groups.



TASK: QUESTION AND NOTE TAKING

Take notes on ‘The 14th Prisoner Survey Key 
Points’ on page 350. (FYI it was conducted in 
2014)

On page 351 answer the Strengthen your 
learning questions (Only Questions 1 & 2 ).



A03 – EVALUATION 

1. Official Statistics (police stats) are not reliable. 

2. The politics of measuring crime

3. Victim Surveys – Self-report techniques used

4. Offender surveys are allow for the dark side of crime to be 
examined. 

5. A multidisciplinary approach 

I’d recommend using 4 evaluation points – why you 

ask? There are two A03 points which fit together 

and will create a super paragraph! 



OFFICIAL STATISTICS (POLICE STATS) ARE NOT 
RELIABLE. 

Official statistics are considered fairly limited as they are easily 
skewed by data which is omitted such as unreported crime and 
categories of crime which do not necessarily get brought up in a 
simple survey or questionnaire. 

This is why victim and offender surveys are considered useful as 
they can give more accurate details about crimes which may not 
get reported in the official statistics.



THE POLITICS OF MEASURING CRIME.

When looking at crime political parties will have an interest in the way crime is 
measured.  As this will allow for them to discuss the effects of crime on society and 
the new trends of crime that are emerging. 

The political party in opposition to the government will look at measures that 
challenge the government, so looking at statistics that show an upward trend in crime. 
However, the government will focus on using statistics that show that crime is 
decreasing. 

Despite these statistics often being collated by an external agency from the 
government (free from political ideology) there are still frequent questions asked 
whether the results are truly valid. As there is a belief that political ideology would 
have influenced the results in a particular way. 



VICTIM SURVEYS – SELF-REPORT TECHNIQUES 
USED.

Victim surveys rely on self-report techniques to get victims to share information which 
may not be obtained via another method. However, the reliability of this method is 
often questions as some people may be reluctant to report crime, may forget they 
have been a victim or lie/exaggerate the influence of the crime. 

This would ultimately mean that much of the crime would go unreported. The 
unreported crime is often referred to as the ‘dark side’ of crime, and the estimates of 
this crime are varying wildly as to how much is being committed. 

However, what should be notes that this ‘dark side’ of crime is significant and other 
ways of measuring should be used to enable it to be analysed. 

FYI: You can use the self-report evaluation on offender surveys as well. This would 

be leading to more inaccuracy as offenders may lie or exaggerate about the crime 

committed. 



OFFENDER SURVEYS ARE ALLOW FOR THE DARK 
SIDE OF CRIME TO BE EXAMINED. 

Through the use of offender surveys it is the best chance for examining the 
dark side of crime because they have knowledge of exactly what crimes might 
be occurring. 

This method allows for an official channel to be established through the 
criminal ‘underworld’  which means a fuller picture can be obtained.  In 
addition to this, they allow for information that is otherwise inaccessible to be 
analysed, in the same way undercover police officers and police informants 
do. 

This is a real strength of this method as it enables for a greater level of 
validity to be established. As we are getting data that is representative of the 
wider society. 



A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH. 

Each of the methods presented here has particular issues in terms of the reliability 
and validity of the data that they produce. This means that all crime figures should 
be carefully scrutinised and interpreted with caution. 

Researchers have advocated a multidisciplinary approach when measuring crime; a 
combination of all available methods provides the best insight into the true extent of 
offending. 

Therefore, this would enable for the ‘dark side’ of crime to be analysed as multiple 
methods would be used to triangulate the results. Therefore, allowing for greater 
ecological validity. 



ESSAY QUESTION 

Describe and evaluate ways of measuring crime. Refer to evidence and/or published 
examples in your answer (16 marks).

A01 for the essay 

Introduction:  Outline the that three methods are used to collect information on crime. This 

should be fairly short as this is just stating the 3 main ways. 

Paragraph One:  Official Statistics – link with police recording of crime (make sure you 

emphasise that they will record all crimes NOT just GUILTY crimes).

Paragraph Two: Victim Surveys – What are they what technique do they use? Use CSEW key 

study!

Paragraph Three: Offender Survey – how are they different from the previous two? Discuss 

the key points from the 14th prisoner survey (select 1 from each gender to use! NOT all of the 

key points).



HOMEWORK

Using the online book bundle (pink haired girl) complete 
the apply it: Official statistics and cases of rape (page 
321). 

Ensure essay plan is done for the next lesson. 



OFFENDER PROFILING 



WHAT DOES THE SPEC SAY? 

4.3.9 Forensic Psychology

Problems in defining crime. Ways of measuring crime, including official statistics, victim surveys 
and offender surveys.

Offender profiling: the top-down approach, including organised and disorganised types of 
offender; the bottom-up approach, including investigative Psychology; geographical profiling.

Biological explanations of offending behaviour: an historical approach (atavistic form); 
genetics and neural explanations.

Psychological explanations of offending behaviour: Eysenck’s theory of the criminal 
personality; cognitive explanations; level of moral reasoning and cognitive distortions, 
including hostile attribution bias and minimalisation; differential association theory; 
psychodynamic explanations.

Dealing with offending behaviour: the aims of custodial sentencing and the psychological 
effects of custodial sentencing. Recidivism. Behaviour modification in custody. Anger 
management and restorative justice programmes.



OFFENDER PROFILING 

Dates back as far as 1888 (jack the ripper) 

Copson (1995) argues police need 4 types of information 
from Profilers:

1. Type of person

2. Future threat

3. Case linked to others?

4. Interview strategies to be used with offender.



TWO TYPES OF PROFILING 

There are two types of profiling: top-down and bottom- up. 

Top-down methods are where the profiler has experience and can use the evidence 
at the crime scene to develop a profile of the likely criminal. 

The bottom-up approach is when research and statistics of similar crimes are used to 
develop a profile of the criminal based on previous convictions. 

The main difference between the two approach's is the source of the profile, top-
down uses experience/intuition of the profiler and the bottom-up uses information 
based on similar crimes. 



KEY QUESTIONS FOR PROFILING

1. What happened at the crime scene? 

2. Who would have committed that crime/those crimes?

3. What kind of personality would that person have had? 

WHY are these questions important ? 

These questions enable us to understand how the offender may act 
or behave when committing a crime. 



KEY QUESTIONS FOR PROFILING

Jackson and Bekerian (1997) states that inferences about the 
criminal can be made from the scene(s) and that it is these which 
can enable a case to be solved. 

The reason for this is that the Modus Operandi (MO) can be 
identified as the crime scene will reflect a range of characteristics 
of the offender. The reason for establishing this is due to the belief 
that there is consistency in crime. Meaning the MO will remain 
similar with the scene and signatures remaining consistent. 



HOW IS IT DONE?

Top-Down Approach

Start with an established typology / 
categorisation and assign individuals to 
these types based on witness accounts 
and evidence.

American - Used by FBI  

Bottom-Up Approach

Starts by looking at even the minor 
details of a crime scene and develop a 
likely hypothesis about the likely 
characteristics of the offender.  

British model 



THE TOP-DOWN APPROACH – THE AMERICAN 
APPROACH 

The top-down approach came about as a result of work carried out by the FBI 
in the 70’s.  More specifically the FBI’s Behavioural Science Unit drew upon 
data gathered from in-depth interviews with 36 sexually motivated serial 
killers ( including Ted Bundy and Charles Manson specifically).

This is known as the typology approach, offenders who use this method will 
match what is known about the crime and the offender to a pre-existing 
template that the FBI has developed. Murderers or Rapists would be classified 
into one of the two categories on the basis of evidence, and this classification 
informs the subsequent police investigation. 



TWO CATEGORIES: ORGANISED AND 
DISORGANISED

Hazelwood and Douglas (1980) published their account of the ‘lust murderer’, they 
advanced a theory that lust murderers (sexually motivated) are mainly categorised 
by two types: - Organised and disorganised. This is an example of a top-down 
typology.

An organised offender leads an ordered life and kills after some sort of critical life 
event. Their actions are premeditated and planned, they are likely to bring weapons 
and restraints to the scene. They are likely to be of average to high intelligence and 
employed.

A disorganised offender is more likely to have committed the crime in a moment of 
passion. There will be no evidence of premeditation and they are more likely to 
leave evidence such as blood, semen, murder weapon etc. behind. This type of 
offender is thought to be less socially competent and more likely to be unemployed.



What does this crime scene tell you about the offender responsible?



THE PROFILING PROCESS

The FBI uses seven-stage process to narrow down the 
number of possible suspects for a crime. It helps with the 
decision-making process to have seven aspects to consider 
(Ressler at al, 1988). 

All evidence needs to be collected from the crime scene, 
including photographs taken of the victims prior to  the 
scene being disturbed. 



SEVEN STAGES OF THE PROFILING PROCESS 

Murder 
Type

Primary 
intent

Victim 
Risk

Offender 
Risk

Escalation
Time 

Factors
Location 
Factors



SEVEN STAGES OF THE PROFILING PROCESS 

From these seven stages profilers are able to gain a clearer picture of the offender. 
This will enable them to sort them into ‘organised’ and ‘disorganised’ typologies. 
Which ultimately lead to this being labelled as typological profiling. (The next slide 
has the distinction between the two types). 

However, the process does not stop here the next step is for the profiler to compile a 
profile taking all these factors into account. The profile will contain demographic and 
physical characteristics, a discussion about the likely behaviour of the perpetrator 
and any defining characteristics. 



Organised Disorganised

Behaviour towards victim Victim targeted

Aggressive

Controls conversation

Victim selected at random

Crime unplanned

Voids conversation

Crime Scene Detail Weapon absent

Body hidden from view

Body transported from original point 

of murder

Crime scene orderly

Attempts to clear up 

Weapon present

Sexual activity after death

Body left in view

Characteristics of criminal High IQ

Socially competent

Sexually competent

Skilled occupation

Monitors media coverage of crimes

Average IQ

Socially Immature

Sexually incompetent

Poor work history 

Lives alone

Lives/works close to crime scene

No interest in media coverage

Background of criminal High birth order (e.g. eldest)

Inconsistent discipline as child

Low birth order (e.g. youngest)

Harsh discipline as child. 



USING WHAT YOU KNOW …. 

Using what you know, looking at the crime 
scene identify whether these are organised or 
disorganised and provide reasons for this. 







TASK

Take notes on the Case Study on page 354.

Complete the worksheet given out as well.  



QUESTION – SKILLS FOCUS A01

Distinguish between organised and disorganised types of 
offenders (4 marks)

1 mark – outline motives for committing crime and 
background

1 mark – outline how the scene may be left or what may 
or may not be present. 

Repeat these for the other typology 



A03 EVALUATION 

1. Research discrediting Disorganised Offender

2. Top-down approach lacks theoretical foundations

3. Original Sample issues

4. Only applicable for some crimes 

5. Based on outdated model of personality

All need to be learnt but only 3 need to 

be used for your 16 mark essay! 



RESEARCH DISCREDITING DISORGANISED 
OFFENDER

Canter (2004) found that there is no distinction between the two 
types of serial murder, all such crimes will have an organised 
element to them. Canter suggests that there is a lack of empirical 
validity to the typologies.

The differences between serial killers may be the different ways in 
which they may show the disorganised aspects of crimes.

Canter suggests that it would be better to study the individual 
personality differences between offenders than the organised and 
disorganised elements to their crimes. 



TOP-DOWN APPROACH LACKS THEORETICAL 
FOUNDATIONS

It can be argued that the top-down approach lacks theoretical foundations, 
meaning that it is not an exact science. Most of the decisions made about the 
individuals are based on hunches rather than objective reasoning. Relying on 
intuition rather than reasoning is problematic as individual feels or biases may 
influence the profile that is being generated. 

As a result this would decrease the credibility of the approach as it lacks the 
background research to say why it works. Therefore, it is suggested that an 
alternative approach should be used when profiling offenders. 



ORIGINAL SAMPLE ISSUES

As discussed the sample by which this technique was created was 36 killers in 
the US – 25 of which were serial killers. Critics have pointed out that this is too 
small and unrepresentative sample to use to create typologies of offenders. 
They continue to express concern that this unrepresentative sample & 
typologies has changed the way in which the police work, which could lead to 
wider issues emerging. 

Canter has also argues that it is not sensible to rely on self-report data with 
convicted criminals when constructing a classification system as it will be 
difficult to differentiate between truth and exaggeration.  



ONLY APPLICABLE FOR SOME CRIMES 

The issue with the top-down approach is that it would only be able to explain 
crimes such as murder and  rape. As a result it would not be able to explain 
other criminal offences that can occur, restricting its application to the wider 
world. 

This is problematic as it being used for profiling other criminal activities could 
lead to a range of individuals being wrongly accused or imprisoned. 

Therefore, another approach may be better in its application to the wider 
world, like geographical approach, whereby it looks at the pattern of crime 
rather than the crime type, making it more versatile. 



BASED ON OUTDATED MODEL OF PERSONALITY

The typology classification system is based on the assumption that offenders 
have patterns of behaviour and motivations that remain consistent across 
situations and contexts. 

Several critics have suggests that this approach is naïve and is informed by 
old-fashioned models of personality that see behaviour as being driven by 
stable dispositional traits rather than external factors that may be constantly 
changing. 

This means that the top-down approach (which is seen as a static model) would 
be likely to have poor validity when it comes to identifying possible suspects 
and/or trying to predict their next move. 



ESSAY PLAN 

Outline and Evaluate the use of the top-down approach for 
offender profiling (16 marks) 

Introduction: Outline what the purpose of offender profiling is for. 

Explain that the top-down approach is used by USA – specifically FBI.

Paragraph One: This is where you will need to specifically mention what 

they do – 7 processes followed by the types of characteristics that 

emerge (organised and disorganised).

Paragraph Two: Draw out the characteristics table for the  disorganised 

and organised.



HOMEWORK 

Complete the essay plan for this topic

Complete the applyit: Concepts: Ted Bundy – The classic 
‘organised killer?’ on page 322 using the digital book 
bundle at home. 



BOTTOM –UP APPROACH



WHAT DOES THE SPEC SAY? 

4.3.9 Forensic Psychology

Problems in defining crime. Ways of measuring crime, including official statistics, victim surveys 
and offender surveys.

Offender profiling: the top-down approach, including organised and disorganised types of 
offender; the bottom-up approach, including investigative Psychology; geographical profiling.

Biological explanations of offending behaviour: an historical approach (atavistic form); 
genetics and neural explanations.

Psychological explanations of offending behaviour: Eysenck’s theory of the criminal 
personality; cognitive explanations; level of moral reasoning and cognitive distortions, 
including hostile attribution bias and minimalisation; differential association theory; 
psychodynamic explanations.

Dealing with offending behaviour: the aims of custodial sentencing and the psychological 
effects of custodial sentencing. Recidivism. Behaviour modification in custody. Anger 
management and restorative justice programmes.



BOTTOM-UP APPROACH 

Canter (1990) is the UK’s foremost profiling expert; his bottom-up approach looks for 
consistencies in offenders’ behaviour during the crime. Canter’s most famous case is 
that of the ‘Railway Rapist’ John Duffy.

The Bottom-Up approach is based on building up a picture of the offender based on 
facts and figures collected previous crimes of the same type. This therefore removes
the intuition elements of profiling. 

As the profiling will be ‘data driven’ as the investigator will scrutinise and rigour to 
assess the details of the offence. The bottom-up approach will be more based on 
psychological theory than the top-down approach. 

The British police force generally use the bottom-up approach when profiling. 



CANTER (1990) 

Canter used both Investigative Psychology and Geographical profiling to 
underpin his profiling techniques. 

This enabled him construct profiles about offenders which were seemingly 
based off statistical fact, therefore, making it more likely that the profile 
would be correct. 



INVESTIGATIVE PSYCHOLOGY 

This is where investigators apply statistical procedures alongside psychological theory 
to analyse a crime scene. This enables a statistical ‘database’ to be created which 
enables for established patterns of behaviour  that are likely to happen or co-exist 
to be recorded and used within profiles. Therefore, allowing for the investigator to 
have something to compare a scene with providing a baseline for comparison 
(seeking out similarities). 

This means specific details about the offences could be matched, on a programme 
called Smallest Space Analysis against the database to reveal information about the 
offender. E.g. personal information like family history and background, education etc. 

Enabling the profiler to determine whether the offences are linked (e.g. done by the 
same person). 



5 ASSUMPTIONS

There are generally 5 assumptions of investigative psychology that underpin the 
crime, specifically what occurs between victim and offender.

1. Interpersonal Coherence

2. Time and Place

3. Criminal Characteristics

4. Criminal Career

5. Forensic Awareness 



INVESTIGATIVE PSYCHOLOGY – INTERPERSONAL 
COHERENCE 

Central to this approach is the belief that interpersonal coherence will exist between 
the crime and the offenders everyday life. For example; the way in which they 
‘interact’ with the victim will reflect their behaviour in everyday situations. 

An example of this is from Dwyer (2001) whom identified that some rapists want to 
maintain maximum control and humiliate  their victims, others are more apologetic.  
Which is central to interpersonal coherence as it identifies that there will be a 
variation in behaviour. Meaning the police would be able to establish possible ways 
in which the offender relates to women more generally (outside of the offence). 



INVESTIGATIVE PSYCHOLOGY

1. Time and place 

These are similar to the time and location factors in the top-down approach where the 
positioning and timing of crimes gives clues as to where the perpetrator might live or 
work. This would be identified as Geographical Profiling (which we will cover more on 
later). 

2. Criminal Characteristics 

Placing criminals into categories is useful exercise to help the police. Is there maybe 
something unique or traits that have emerged as a result of who the criminal is… 



INVESTIGATIVE PSYCHOLOGY

3. Criminal Career 

This considers how far into their criminal experience offenders are, and how their 
pattern might progress. For example; is the attack seemingly unplanned or 
spontaneous ? 

4. Forensic Awareness

This highlights the fact that offenders who show an awareness of forensic investigation, 
e.g. cleaning a crime scene, will probably have committed a crime before and has 
been through the criminal justice system before.  As they are showing an awareness of 
how to cover their tracks, trying to avoid detection. 



SUPPORTING EVIDENCE ? 

Canter & Heritage (1990) analysed 66 sexual assault cases using Smallest Space 
Analysis and identified clear common patterns of behaviour. The use of computer 
databases and Smallest Space Analysis makes this approach much more scientific 
than top down typologies.

Why does this support investigative psychology ? 

This supports investigative psychology as researchers were able to clearly identify a 
clear pattern of behaviour based on statistical information.  As a result Canter and 
Heritage were able to create profile regarding offenders based on data rather than 
that of intuition or a hunch. 



THEREFORE…

By using this technique of using statistical techniques and using the assumptions 
information the bottom-up approach allows for newer profiling techniques to emerge. 
For example Geographical Profiling.

As a term it was first described by Kim Rossmo (1997) whereby geographical 
profiling uses information to do with the location of crime and make inferences about 
the likely home or operational base of the offender. This process is known as crime 
mapping. 

This process is used alongside investigative psychology to create hypotheses about 
how the offender is thinking as well as their modus operandi (offenders habits or 
ways of committing the offence). 



GEOGRAPHICAL PROFILING

This assumption is used to inform the idea that a serial offender will be more likely to 
restrict their ‘work’/offending to an area which they are familiar with, this provides 
investigators with a spatial pattern of their behaviour. As a result this provides them 
with a ‘centre of gravity’ which is likely to include the offenders base. 

Alongside this investigators can make a ‘jeopardy surface’ whereby they can make an 
educated guess about the next location of the next offence. As they would use trends 
and geographical information to make a predictive guess regarding the behaviour. 

These decisions would be based off the following for principles “least effort” (commit 
crime in an close by location), “routine activity” (crimes will be planned during daily 
activity) , “distance decay” (criminals make less of an effort to move away from 
comfort area) and “rational choice” (Rossmo, 1997).  



CIRCLE THEORY 

Canter’s Circle theory (1993) proposed two models of offender 
behaviour. Offenders are classified as either marauders (commit 
crimes close to home) and commuters (travel away from home to 
offend).

It is called circle theory as most offenders (marauders) do operate 
in an area they are familiar with and their crimes form a circle 
around their usual residence.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBz61lCg9z4


CIRCLE THEORY 

The pattern of offending is likely  to form a circle around their usual residence, 
and this becomes more apparent the more offences there are. Such spatial 
decision making can offer the investigative team important insight into the 
nature of the offence. 

This allows for the investigator to establish whether it was planned or not, what 
type of mental map they have, mode of transport, employment status and 
approximate age. 



CIRCLE THEORY 

When we refer to a mental map we mean “People develop internal representations 
of the world they live in, especially the areas they make frequent use of. What is 
particularly interesting about these mental maps is that they do not accurately 
represent reality; they represent the perspective and experience of the individual.” 

Lundrigan & Canter (2001) collated evidence from 120 murder cases and found that 
the offender’s home base was invariably located in the centre of the crime scene 
pattern.



EXAMPLE – WHAT DO YOU THINK? 

4 young girls have been murdered. 

All 4 girls are from different areas. 

They are getting dumped in laybys/on the side of the road. 

Using Circle theory profile this case, are they a marauder or commuter? What 

else would you maybe assume based on this information about the offender? 



CIRCLE THEORY PROFILING REAL LIFE EXAMPLE 

It is more difficult to geographically profile commuters, although when investigators 
were looking at the disappearance and murder of 4 young girls from different and 
seemingly unrelated areas of Britain in the 1980s, the dumping of the bodies in 
laybys next to major A roads led to a break through. It was realised that his likely 
occupation was delivery driver, giving him access to a van/lorry for easy 
transportation and led to him ‘commuting’ all over the country, travelling along A 
roads.



THE YORKSHIRE RIPPER CASE 

Peter Coonan (born Peter William Sutcliffe; 2 June 1946) is an English serial 
killer who was dubbed the "Yorkshire Ripper" by the press. In 1981, Sutcliffe was 
convicted of murdering 13 women and attempting to murder seven others.

Sutcliffe had regularly used the services of prostitutes in Leeds and Bradford. His 
outbreak of violence towards them seems to have occurred because he was swindled 
out of money by a prostitute and her pimp. When interviewed by authorities, 
however, he claimed that the voice of God had sent him on a mission to kill prostitutes. 
Sutcliffe carried out his murder spree over five years, during which time the public 
were especially shocked by the murders of women who were not prostitutes. After his 
arrest for driving with false number plates in January 1981, the police questioned 
him about the killings and he confessed that he was the perpetrator.



Sutcliffe's home was 

located in Heaton. 



USING WHAT WE KNOW NOW … 

Would it have been quicker to capture Sutcliffe using the new 
methods pioneered by the bottom-up approach? 

Why would this have impacted the investigation do you think? 

What would the benefits have been for using this type of profiling 
? 



EXAM QUESTION - A01 SKILLS FOCUS 

Explain the differences between a marauder and 
commuter (4 marks)

1 mark – identify it as being apart of circle theory 

1 mark – commuter – explain key characteristics 

1 mark – marauder – explain key characteristics 

1 mark – explain why this method is needed. 



TASK 

Using page 356 to 357 take notes on the John Duffy 
Case. 

Complete the strengthen your knowledge questions on 
page 358. 



A03 - EVALUATION

1. Evidence Supports Psychological Investigation 

2. Evidence supports geographical profiling 

3. Requires Statistical Information 

4. Wider Application 

5. Mixed Results 



EVIDENCE SUPPORTS PSYCHOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATION 

Canter and Heritage (1990) conducted content analysis on 66 sexual assault cases. 
The data was examined using the statistical technique (small space analysis). This 
would allow them to identify correlations across patterns of behaviour. 

Several characteristics were identified as common in most cases, such as the use of 
impersonal language and lack of reaction to the victim. These characteristics will 
occur in different patterns in different individuals. 

This can lead to an understanding of how an offenders behaviour may change over a 
series of offences, or in establishing whether two or more offences were committed by 
the same person. This supports the usefulness of investigative psychology because it 
shows how statistical techniques can be applied. 



EVIDENCE SUPPORTS GEOGRAPHICAL PROFILING 

Lundrigan and Canter (2001) collated information from 120 murder cases involving 
serial killers in the USA. Smallest space analysis revealed spatial consistency in the 
behaviour of the killers (so they were killing in the same or near geographical 
locations when offending). 

The location of each body disposal site was in a different direction from the previous, 
creating a ‘centre of gravity’; the offenders base was invariably located in the centre 
of the pattern. The effect was most noticeable with offenders that travelled short 
distances (marauders). 

This supports Canters claim that spatial information is a key factor in determining the 
base of an offender. 



REQUIRES STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

As covered, we know the Bottom-up approach for profiling requires the investigative 
teams to have statistical information. This is then analysed and correlated using the 
computer programme Small Space Analysis.  Despite there being several strengths 
associated with this we have to question the use of statistical information, due to it not 
being easy to gather. 

The problems with measuring crime shows how imperfect information might be in 
terms of coverage and so this means the evidence base on which this method functions 
is incomplete or inaccurate. Ultimately, this would question the reliability of this 
method as with inaccurate/incomplete data sets means varying conclusions can be 
drawn. 



WIDER APPLICATION 

Another advantage of the bottom-up approach has over its US rival is that it can be 
applied to a range of offences. Techniques such as the smallest space analysis and 
the principle of spatial consistency can be used in the investigation of crimes such as 
burglary and theft as well as more serious offences such as rape. 

Whilst the top-down approach is best suited to only explaining murder, rape and 
arson. As they would rely on the scene of the offence to make decisions regarding the 
crime. 

Therefore, when compared with the top-down approach the bottom-up approach 
seemingly is stronger due to its ability to be applied to a range of offence (from 
minor to more serious). 



MIXED RESULTS 

Despite many successes that the bottom-up approach to profiling has produced, there 
have been some significant failures and studies examining the effectiveness of 
offender profiling have produced mixed results. 

For example; Copson (1995) surveyed 48 police forces and found that advice 
provided by the profiler was judged to be useful in 83% of cases, but only in 3% did 
it lead to an accurate identification of the offender. 

Kocsis et al (2002) found that chemistry students produced more accurate offender 
profiles on solved murder cases than experienced detectives. Which demonstrates the 
potential weaknesses associated with this approach to profiling. Possibly the top-
down approach would be deemed more appropriate for profiling certain offences.  



16 MARKER! 

Discuss investigative psychology and/or geographical profiling. Refer to Evidence in 
your answer. (16 marks) 

Introduction: Define what is meant by the bottom up approach and how it differs from the top-

down approach. 

Paragraph One: Investigative Psychology outline why it is used in profiling, how does it help 

investigators? 

Paragraph Two: Geographical Profiling – explain what this technique is and then use Canter 

Circle Theory to illuminate the point of view more. 

Paragraph Three: Use the case study of John Duffy (railway rapist) as evidence for your claims 

with these two methods used in the bottom-up approach. 



HOMEWORK 

REVISE FOR YOUR MOCK EXAM!!!!!

Using the online book bundle - Complete the apply it: Concepts: 
The case of Rachel Nickell (page 325)!!  ONLY DO THIS ONE 
APPLYIT!



DOES OFFENDER PROFILING WORK?



WHAT DOES THE SPEC SAY? 

4.3.9 Forensic Psychology

Problems in defining crime. Ways of measuring crime, including official statistics, victim surveys 
and offender surveys.

Offender profiling: the top-down approach, including organised and disorganised types of 
offender; the bottom-up approach, including investigative Psychology; geographical profiling.

Biological explanations of offending behaviour: an historical approach (atavistic form); 
genetics and neural explanations.

Psychological explanations of offending behaviour: Eysenck’s theory of the criminal 
personality; cognitive explanations; level of moral reasoning and cognitive distortions, 
including hostile attribution bias and minimalisation; differential association theory; 
psychodynamic explanations.

Dealing with offending behaviour: the aims of custodial sentencing and the psychological 
effects of custodial sentencing. Recidivism. Behaviour modification in custody. Anger 
management and restorative justice programmes.



EVALUATING OFFENDER PROFILING 

Offender profiling has been embraced by a range of agencies across the 
world. Meaning it has been adopted as one of the main ways of looking at 
categorising and creating offender characteristics. 

However, there is an issue with this as a topic it has NOT been backed up by 
empirical data. Why is this an issue? Well it means something that has gained 
so much attention and credibility has not been supported by scientific 
evaluation and testing. 

Some of the main ways this has been tested is through the use of Customer 
Satisfaction Surveys and Comparative Profiler ability studies. 



CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEYS

A quick way of getting to see if a service or theory is working is by talking to the 
users. The users will provide insightful information regrading the usefulness and 
effectiveness of the methods. 

In the case of offender profiling you will be asking the police to express their 
satisfaction with it. 

1. Valid and Useful profiles = greater police satisfaction

2. Ineffective results = police dissatisfaction (meaning they won’t use profiling in their 
investigative work). 



CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEYS

Many surveys have been conducted which have enabled us to have 
an indication regarding police satisfaction. Generally from these 
surveys it has been found that offender profiling is believed to be 
beneficial to an investigation in some way BUT the extent of the 
benefit and nature still remains a little unclear. 

We will be looking at Surveys conducted by Pinizzotto (1984) and 
Copson (1995). 



PINIZZOTTO (1984) - FBI

Reported that 77% of police departments stated that FBI profiles 
helped their investigation. 

17% stated that profiles lead directly to a suspect being 
identified. 

17% said the profiles were not useful at all. 

Therefore, we can see from this survey that there is a significant 
number of police officers who believe that by using criminal 
profiling it has aided the investigation. This show that it is a benefit 
when used. 



SUPPORTING EVIDENCE … BUT WHY??

Results from FBI profiler John Douglas’ survey indicated that solving the case was 
attributed to Criminal Profiling advice in 46% of 192 instances where FBI profiling 
was requested. 

When survey respondents were asked to indicate the specific type of assistance 
provided by the CP, 77% responded that it ‘focused the investigation properly’, 
whereas only 17% of respondents felt that CP ‘identified suspect(s)’ and 20% 
responded that it ‘helped locate possible suspect(s).’



COPSON (1995) - UK

Interestingly produced similar figures to the US studies with 
83% of police finding profiles useful. They aided 
understanding of the case (61%), opened up new lines of 
inquiry (16%) and actually directly helped solve a case 
(14%).



COMPARATIVE PROFILER ABILITY STUDIES

The findings and concerns of the consumer surveys has led to some researchers to 
explore a direct approach to evaluating criminal profiling. 

In essence, how can we compare the actual accuracy of a profiler with a non-profiler? 
This could be seen as comparative studies of the ‘expert’ versus the ‘novice’. 

The first study of this kind compared the predictions of psychologists , detectives, 
college students and FBI profilers in terms of matching the offender characteristics in 
rape and murder cases with the actual offender from a multi-choice ‘line up’ of 
varied trait descriptions. 

The FBI profilers were by far the most accurate, although the detectives did better in 
the combined rape and murder cases (Pinizzotto and Finkel, 1990). 



COMPARATIVE PROFILER ABILITY STUDIES

Following this pioneering study, Kocsis et al (2000) did a series of studies to further 
evaluate the accuracy of profilers compared to other groups that have potential 
profiling aptitudes, such as the police (field expr), psychologists (human behaviour 
knowledge), science undergraduates (logical reasoning aptitude) and psychics (pure 
intuition). 

Results of these studies found that profilers surpassed all the other groups in terms of 
relative accuracy in  predicting offenders from crime scene information. 

HOWEVER, the absolute differences were not as great as one would imagine. For 
example; in the study the profilers has 46% accuracy, students had 40% accuracy 
and the psychics has 38% accuracy.  Therefore, after reviewing this we are unable to 
see the true comparative accuracy of profilers vs other fields. 



EVALUATION OF THE TWO ASSESSMENTS FOR 
PROFILING. 

What this overview of evaluations indicates is that there are still clear gaps in 
scientific assessment of how profiling impacts the ‘real world’ outcomes and 
performance in actual police investigations. 

Snook and Cullen (2008) make a plea that there should be more evaluative studies in 
this are to try uncover the ‘smoke and mirrors’ of profiling. Snook was advocating a 
scientific approach to collective evidence BUT this is difficult to do as this is a 
challenging research area. 

Fox and Farrington (2015) conducted research first of its kind to try deal with the 
issues identified by Snook and Cullen (2008). 



TASK

Write a summary of the Fox and Farrington (2015). 

Complete the strengthen your knowledge on page 
358 question 4 only. 



A01 EXAMPLE QUESTION

Outline one study that has been conducted to evaluate the 
effectiveness of profiling (4 marks). 

1 mark- identify that there are two ways of evaluating. 

1 mark – explain what  the method is you’ve chosen 

2 marks – outlining a study with its results. 



EVALUATION POINTS

You will be using the evaluation points from the Top-down or 
Bottom-up approaches. 

The reason for this is due to the nature of the question – you are 
analysing the EFFECTIVENESS of offender profiling so selecting 
evaluation points that reflect this is central to your essay. 



16 MARK ESSAY 

Describe and evaluate the effectiveness of offender 
profiling (16 marks)

Introduction: We have two main forms of offender profiling – explain briefly what they are. 

Therefore, it is essential to evaluate these methods as they have ‘taken over’ police 

investigations. Explain the two methods of assessing/ evaluating profiling. 

A01- Use Customer Satisfaction Surveys OR Comparative Profiler Ability Studies  - explain 

what they are and are there any key studies that can be used as evidence. 

A03 – use the Evaluation of the two assessments for profiling paragraph

A03 – Evaluate top-down approach in terms of effectiveness 

A03 – Evaluate t he bottom-up approach in terms of effectiveness. 



16 MARK ESSAY – THIS COULD BE A CHALLENGE!

Discuss offender profiling. Make comparisons between the 
different approaches to offender profiling (16 marks) 

Introduction: outline that there are 2 types of profiling – this is where you will 

immediately state the approach and where they are preferred. 

A01- Outline the Top-down approach – what do the profilers do? Typologies are 

central here!

A01- Outline the Bottom-up approach – what do the profilers do? How is it 

different to the top-down approach? Emphasis on BU approach being based on 

Investigative Psychology and Geographical profiling – EXPLAIN these!



HOMEWORK 

Complete Essay plans for profiling and 
ensure all work is up to date. 



BIOLOGICAL EXPLANATIONS OF 
OFFENDING



INTRODUCTION

Underlying all the theoretical approaches to offending is the role 
of the nature-nurture debate. The fundamental question is are 
criminals born or are they made? 

Consider some of the most serious serial murderers over the last 
century such a Peter Sutcliffe ( Yorkshire ripper), Ian Brady and 
Myra Hindley (moors murdered) and Dr Harold Shipman (victims 
were his patients). 

What was it in their psychological and/or biological make up that 
drove them to such depravities? 



INTRODUCTION

Over the years various theories have emerged to try and explain 
why people offend and they can be divided into the nature 
(biology) or the nurture side (environmental). They are both of such 
importance that they will be treated as separate themes and 
reviewed at the end. 

The theories taking the biological approach study either the 
physiological form of the offender (historical approach) or the 
underlying biological factors such as genetics of neural causation. 



TWO MAIN THEORIES 

The two Physiological explanations we will be 
looking at are: 

Lombroso’s atavistic form theory

Sheldon's body-type theory. 



LOMBROSO’S ATAVISTIC FORM THEORY

The debate surrounding offending behaviour and its origins has been going on for 
some time. In the past, researchers will have typically looked for biological 
explanations as little was known about the impact of the environment on social and 
moral development.

The first researcher to take this view was Lombroso in the 1870s. His view was that 
there were physical features which offenders had, which indicated they were less 
developed in an evolutionary sense than non-offenders. Essentially, Lombroso 
combined his ideas with Darwin’s theory of evolution to imply that offenders were 
more primitive and therefore not completely responsible for their criminal actions. 
Lombroso referred to the physical features identified in criminals as “atavistic”, 
where the term atavism refers to a primitive ancestor.



LOMBROSO (1876)

Aim: To identify distinguishing physical features among criminals, which set them apart as 
offenders based on biological principles.

Method: Lombroso examined the features and measurements of nearly 4,000 criminals, as 
well as the skulls of 400 dead criminals.

Results: Some common findings from Lombroso’s investigation included:
 sloping brow (which according to Lombroso, indicated low intelligence levels)

 pronounced jaw

 high cheekbones

 large ears

 extra nipples, toes and fingers

Conclusion: Lombroso concluded that these characteristics indicated that such people were 
more primitive in an evolutionary sense. He went on to say that such individuals were therefore 
not responsible for their actions as they could not be blamed for their innate, inherited 
physiology.



LOOKING AT WHAT LOMBROSO SUGGESTED, DO 
YOU THINK WE COULD REPLICATE IT?

Goring (1913) conducted a study looking at some of Lombroso’s proposed features. 
He tested Lombroso’s findings by comparing 2,348 London convicts with a control 
group. Goring failing to replicate Lombroso’s findings and concluded that criminal 
behaviour is not linked to physical appearance. 



SHELDON’S BODY-TYPE THEORY

An alternative theory of criminal and aggressive behaviour based on physical 
appearance was proposed by Sheldon (1949) in his theories on constitutional 
psychiatry. 

His theory proposed three body types also known as somatotypes: 

Endomorph – fat and soft physique. A relaxed loving nature and sociable. 

Ectomorph – thin and fragile. Solitary, introverted, self-conscious nature. 

Mesomorph – Muscular physique. Aggressive, callous, unfeeling and more likely to be 
criminally minded. 



SHELDON’S BODY-TYPE THEORY



SHELDON’S BODY-TYPE THEORY

Sheldon did state that it is rare to find someone who is a pure 
somatotype – so individuals would display a combination of each 
personality type  based on their own individual somatotype. 
Initially Sheldon's theory was seen as more scientific. 

Key study: Sheldon (1949)

Method: Full-length photographs of 200 male delinquents were 
compared to those of 200 male college students and rated on a 7-
point scale according to the three body  types. 



SHELDON’S BODY-TYPE THEORY

Findings: This table suggests that students had a similar body types on average , 
whereas the male delinquents were significantly more mesomorph, thus supporting 
Sheldon’s theory that those with a more muscular and hard physique were more 
prone to criminality. 

Body Build Students Criminal 

delinquents

Endomorph 3.2 3.4

Ectomorph 3.4 1.8

Mesomorph 3.8 5.4



TASK: COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING APPLYIT



EXAM QUESTION: 

Outline one alternative biological explanation to offending. 
Explain how this would support Lombroso’s atavistic form (6 
marks). 

1- mark – Outline what we mean by the Biological Explanation

1 mark- what is the atavistic form

2 marks – use Sheldon’s body-type study. 

2 marks- explain HOW this would support Lombroso’s study. 



A03 

1. Contribution to Criminology

2. No Control Group

3. Interactionist Approach 

4. Scientific Racism 

5. Causation is an issue



CONTRIBUTION TO CRIMINOLOGY

Lombroso has been hailed the ‘father o modern criminology’. He is credited as 
shifting the emphasis of crime research away from a moralistic discourse 
(within which offenders were judged as being wicked or weak-minded) 
towards a scientific and credible realm (that of evolutionary influences and 
genetics).

Also, in trying to describe how particular types of people are likely to commit 
a particular type of crime. 

In many ways Lombroso was the beginning of profiling which shows his major 
contributions to the science of criminology. 



NO CONTROL GROUP

A criticism of Lombroso’s research is that he did not use a control group in his 
research; therefore, although he found physical trends amongst his substantial group 
of offenders, he was not comparing them to a group of ‘normal’ controls. 

Therefore, it may be more likely that these physical features are coincidental and can 
be found amongst any people group of that size. 

Indeed, Goring (1913) attempted to replicate Lombroso’s findings by comparing a 
large group of offenders with a control group of non-criminals and found no 
significant differences between the two groups.



INTERACTIONIST APPROACH 

An alternative way of looking at Lombroso’s findings is to consider the interaction of 
genetics and the environment, in that people with features described as atavistic, may 
be more likely to lean towards criminal behaviour due to the way that they are 
treated.

Kaplan’s (1980) “self-derogation” theory argues that if individuals experience 
persistently poor interactions with others (in this case due to the way they look), they 
will develop lower self-esteem and increased frustration with others, making them 
more likely to commit criminal behaviour. 

This is known as an interactionist approach to understanding the causes of behaviour 
in that it argues there is an interaction between the biological aspects of the 
offender’s appearance and the way that such individuals might be treated, leading 
thereby to offending behaviour.



SCIENTIFIC RACISM 

Several critics, including Matt DeLisi (2012), have drawn attention to the distinct racial 
undertones within Lombroso’s work. Many of the features that Lombroso identified as 
criminal and atavistic, such as curly hair and dark skin, are most likely to be found 
among people of African descent. 

Similarly, his description of the atavistic being ‘uncivilised, primitive and savage’ 
would lend support to the eugenic philosophies of the time. 

Whether Lombroso, intended this to be the case or not is a matter of debate; 
although there is little doubt it is an uncomfortable and controversial aspect of his 
legacy which continues to overshadow criminology. 



CAUSATION IS AN ISSUE

Even if there are criminals who have some of the atavistic elements in their facial 
appearance that Lombroso suggested, this does not necessarily mean this is the cause
of their offending.

Facial and cranial differences may be influenced by other factors such as poverty or 
poor diet, rather than being an indication of delayed evolutionary development.

In his later work Lombroso took a less extreme stance – acknowledging that criminals 
could be made as well as born due to a range of environmental factors. 



16 MARK 

Discuss ONE historical approach to offending behaviour. Refer to Evidence in your 
answer (16 marks). 

Introduction: Outline what is meant by the ‘historical approach’. WHY 

was it useful?

A01- Explain Lombroso and his reasoning for developing this 

approach. 

A01- Outline his key study (Aim, Procedure, Findings and Conclusions). 

A03- Developing the field = use Sheldon!  



NEURAL, GENETIC EXPLANATIONS



THE MOBLEY DEFENCE

Stephen Mobley (1966-2005) was a convicted murderer executed by the 
State of Georgia for the 1991 killing of John C. Collins, a 25-year-old college 
student working nights as a Domino's pizza store manager. On appeal, 
Mobley's attorneys advanced a novel argument that Mobley was genetically 
predisposed to seeking violent solutions to conflict. The case was described as 
"perhaps the most widely cited case in which defence lawyers used genetic 
factors in the defence of their client".

Should genes ever be considered a 

legitimate legal defence? Why/not?

Real world 

application/issues 

and debates 



GENETIC EXPLANATIONS OF OFFENDING 
BEHAVIOUR

Moving away from the simplistic explanations of 
physical-based theories (like Lambroso and Sheldon) 
has lead to the focus on genetics. 

As a result there has been a rise in twin studies 
within this area of study. 

MZ DZ



TWIN STUDIES

What do twin studies assume about the twins which are being 
studied? 

The research assumes that each twin has similar life experiences, so 
evidence from this area should be able to support the nature 
argument over the nurture side. 



TWIN STUDIES

Cloninger et al (1978) found there was a 0.7 correlation between 
MZ and 0.4 correlation for DZ twins in terms of their criminality 
versus their non- criminality.  This would suggest a genetic connect ; 
however, critics of this research cites the fact that MZ twins are 
much more likely to be treated and brought up in the same way 
than DZ twins. The fact that they are brought up so similarly might 
also contribute their shared likelihood of entering into offending 
behaviour 



TWIN STUDIES

Christiansen (1977) examined over 3,500 twin pairs in Denmark and 
identified concordance rates of criminal behaviour as follows:

The findings are interesting as they indicate a degree of inheritance; however, 
there are some key points to consider. Firstly, the concordance rates are low, 
even for monozygotic twins, which indicates that the environment still plays a 
large part in criminal behaviour. Secondly the difference between male and 
female twin pairs raises an interesting question about the role of gender in 
criminal behaviour



THE CASE OF MOBLEY

This claim was based on research by Han Brunner (1993) –

Investigated the genes of 28 male members of a Dutch family who had 
histories of impulsive and violent criminal behaviours such as rape and 
attempted murder. 

Lets look at this in more detail….



FAMILY STUDIES

Brunner et al. (1993) conducted an analysis of a large family in the Netherlands, a 
number of which had been responsible for various counts of anti-social and criminal 
behaviour including attempted rape, exhibitionism and arson. The researchers found 
that the males had a genetic condition which became later known as “Brunner 
syndrome” (it is important to note that females only carry this condition, as it only 
affects the MAOA production gene on the single X chromosome in males). 

The condition results in lower intelligence levels (the family studied had an average 
IQ of 85) and causes a deficiency in monoamine oxidase A (MAOA), an enzyme 
responsible for the metabolism of neurotransmitters such as serotonin (which has links 
to aggression). The conclusion here is that individuals can inherit genetic conditions 
which make them prone to offending behaviour.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BsXLnLn9ok


XYY CHROMOSOME HYPOTHESIS

In genetics our sex is basically determined by chromosomes with women having two X 
chromosomes and men an X and Y chromosomes. Occasionally some men are born 
with two Y chromosomes – which is known as Klinefelter’s syndrome. 

As it is the Y chromosome that makes males male rather than female, those with the 
extra Y might be considered to be extra-masculine. This in turn may lead them to 
being more aggressive due to their hyper-masculinity. 

Based on this it was conjectured that there may be a larger proportion of XYY men in 
prison and psychiatric populations. Indeed research seemed to back t his up, as 
although they are rare in the general population they are more common in men 
involved in crime (Epps, 1995).



XYY CHROMOSOME HYPOTHESIS

What do you think would be a criticism of this hypothesis? 

The link between the XYY chromosome make up is questioned as a 
viable option. The only evidence that was seemingly found to be 
different for individuals with this make up is that they were slightly 
taller than the rest of the population. Being Tall does not make you 
more inclined to be a killer so there is a lack of causal link 
between the hypothesis and being an offender. 



ADOPTION STUDIES

A key criticism raised by research into genetics is that it cannot rule out the effect of 
the environment. 

For example, a twin study may find a 68% concordance between monozygotic twins, 
but if they are raised in the same home environment, then the chances are that they 
will be treated in a similar way by their parents/siblings and therefore the learning 
environment that they grow up in is likely to be a factor in their behaviour. 

Adoption studies attempt to rule this out by looking at children who have been 
adopted and have therefore been raised by adopted parents where there is no 
genetic similarity.



ADOPTION STUDIES

Mednick et al (1984) conducted a large study using a sample of 
over 14,000 adopted individuals and found a correlation between 
criminal convictions of the adoptee and their natural parent, but 
NO relationship with their adoptive parents. 

The correlation was only true of certain types of crime like theft 
but not  true for violent crime. Critics would point out that often 
children  are adopted into family situations similar to those of their 
biological parents, thus making it difficult to differentiate nature-
nurture arguments. 



ADOPTION STUDIES

Crowe (1972) compared a group of adopted children whose biological mother had 
a criminal record, to a control group of adopted children whose biological mother 
did not have a criminal record. It was found that if a biological mother had a criminal 
record, 50% of the adopted children also had one by the time they were 18. In the 
control group, only 5% of the adopted children had a criminal record by the time 
they were 18. This suggests that regardless of the changed environment, children 
seemed biologically predisposed to criminality.



COMPLETE THE 
FOLLOWING APPLY IT

On the ‘no’ side of this debate, genes may act as a 
guide as to how someone is likely to or may 
behave, but they will never tell us the reasons why 
they committed a specific criminal act. Blaming 
genes and using them as a defence doesn't tell us 
why they did the crime and that's what criminal 
cases are ultimately interested in.
It could be argued it is not a defence but simply a 
mitigating factor in the crime.
Further it could be argued that there would be no 
responsibility in law if we allowed such a defence –
people could then also claim that a childhood of 
abuse ‘made’ them commit crime.



TASK 

Page 362 – Copy out the table for the twin studies 
and write a conclusion for the two studies which are 
in the table. Alongside this, write a criticism based 
on the evidence shown in the table. 

Page 365 – answer questions 3, 4, 5. 



A01/A02 EXAM FOCUS

‘It can be argued that criminals are born, not made’

Using your knowledge of the genetic explanation for offending behaviour, explain 
why some believe offenders are born with a  predisposition to commit crime (4 
marks). 

1 mark – explain what the genetic explanation suggests 

1 mark – use the item and link it to an area of your choice (Family, Twin studies or 
XYY hypothesis)

2 marks – explaining what the area you’ve chosen states. 



A03 EVALUATION 

1. Violent Behaviour is the main focus

2. Deterministic

3. Diathesis Stress Model

4. Social Learning or Nurture. 



VIOLENT BEHAVIOUR IS THE MAIN FOCUS

Most of the research refers to the association between offending and violent or 
aggressive behaviour.

The biological explanations may just account for certain kinds of crimes such as those 
involving violence and also psychopathy.  There is evidence that this personality trait is 
inherited – Blonigen et al (2005) found support for a genetic basis looking at over 
600 male and female twins. 

Therefore, if we are able to ‘locate genetic predispositions’ to crime there is a need to 
map every individual in order to gain a genetic map for crime. 



DETERMINISTIC

Criminality cannot be 100% explained in terms of genetics. 

Referring to the study by Tiihonen at al, they found that those with the 
defective gene were 13 times more likely to have a history of repeated 
violent behaviour, this means that not everyone with the gene had become an 
offender. 

Therefore, this is highlighting the importance to understand how free will can 
influence an individuals behaviour. 



DIATHESIS STRESS MODEL

If genetics do have some influence on offending, it seems likely that 
this is at least partly moderated by the effects of the environment. 

A tendency towards criminal behaviour may come about through the 
combination of genetic predisposition and biological or 
psychological trigger – for example being raised in a dysfunctional 
environment or having criminal role models. 



DIATHESIS STRESS MODEL



SOCIAL LEARNING OR NURTURE. 

Results from the research seem to indicate that there are effects on 
offending behaviour cab be influenced by the behaviour. It is 
important to note though that these results merely illustrate that 
offending behaviour runs in the families, and this does not 
automatically mean that it is due to genetic transmission. 

A study such as these cannot show how the results have occurred –
It could equally be social learning or environmental influences. 



LAST EVALUATION POINT 

Use the other studies that have been identified as 
additional A03 for your essay. For example if you have 
focused on twin or family studies it would be advised to 
use Adoption studies as an A03 point.



16 MARK 

Outline and evaluate one genetic explanation for 
offending behaviours (16 marks) 

Introduction: Outline what genetic explanations for offending behaviours means. 

What are the main assumptions for this type of research?

A01: Outline the Family + twin studies as evidence for this. Why are the 

important to use? 

A01: Use studies (of your choice to show the point that they are trying to make. 



NEURAL EXPLANATIONS OF 
OFFENDING



INTRODUCTION

Neural Mechanisms, especially the limbic system, influence many of our social 
behaviours, particularly those associated with emotions and motivation. 

There is a considerable body of research in this area and perhaps not unsurprisingly, 
some work has been done trying to establish possible links with offending patterns of 
behaviour. Some studies look at the structural evidence and others look at functional 
evidence. 

In simple terms, they ask if there are links with actual physiological structures or if it is 
in someway more associated with what individuals do and how they work. 



NEUROTRANSMITTERS AND OFFENDING 
BEHAVIOUR

Serotonin – this neurotransmitter has been linked to mood and 
impulsiveness. This means that in low levels it could be implicated in 
criminal behaviour as there will be more impulsive. If a situation is 
particularly emotional then someone with low levels could easily 
react as they may have an impaired capacity to hold back. 
Moir and Jessel (1995) cite a number of human and animal studies which 
suggest a link between low levels of serotonin and aggression, which is linked 
to criminal behaviour.

 Scerbo and Raine (1993) conducted a meta-analysis on 29 pieces of 
research into anti-social adults and children, finding in all cases, low levels of 
serotonin.



NEUROTRANSMITTERS AND OFFENDING 
BEHAVIOUR

Dopamine – has been identified as it is linked to the dopaminergic pathway, 
which results in pleasure, which is a rewarding feeling and a desire to repeat 
certain behaviours. This is why dopamine has been linked to addiction and 
substance abuse, and therefore through this it has an indirect link to criminal 
behaviour.

 Buitelaar (2003) found that juvenile delinquents given dopamine antagonists which reduce 
levels of dopamine, showed a decrease in aggressive behaviour.

 Couppis (2008) argues that some individuals who engage in certain criminal behaviours 
may experience an increase in dopamine and as a result seek out such experiences again 
due to the reward feeling.



NEUROPHYSIOLOGY



FIRST AREA IN FOCUS

This area of the brain has been 
found to be involved in the following 
processes: 

Memory

Decision Making

Emotional Responses



NEUROPHYSIOLOGY

Specific parts of the brain have been highlighted as important in 
terms of criminal behaviour, including:

Amygdala – the amygdala is part of the limbic system, which is 
regarded as an older region of the brain in an evolutionary sense; 
therefore, it comes as no surprise that many of the structures within 
the limbic system are seen to have some sort of survival benefit. 
The amygdala in particular has been identified as a structure with 
links to emotion regulation and aggression.



FRONTAL LOBE

The function of the frontal lobe involves 
the ability to project future consequences 
resulting from current actions, the choice 
between good and bad actions (or 
better and best) (also known as 
conscience), the override and suppression 
of socially unacceptable responses, and 
the determination of similarities and 
differences between things or events.



NEUROPHYSIOLOGY

Frontal lobes – the frontal lobes, part of the neocortex (neo being “new” in an 
evolutionary sense), have been linked to higher function such as social behaviours and 
planning.

Brower and Price (2001) found a link between frontal lobe dysfunction and violent 
crime.

Kandel and Freed (1989) looked at frontal lobe damage and anti-social behaviour, 
finding that there was a tendency for such individuals to exhibit emotional instability, 
a failure to consider the consequences of their actions or to adapt their behaviour in 
response to external cues. These traits would seemingly be a result of impaired 
functioning in the frontal lobes, a region responsible for planning behaviour.



RAINE ET AL (1997)

Aim: To identify brain regions specific to offenders charged with murder or 
manslaughter, who had pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity.

Method: The participants were 41 murderers (2 female) who had been 
charged with murder or manslaughter and had pleaded not guilty by reason 
of insanity. The researchers used a (positron emission tomography) 
PET scanning method to highlight areas of brain activity and these results were 
compared to an age and gender matched control group.



RAINE ET AL (1997)

Results: They found reduced activity for the offender group in areas such as the 
prefrontal cortex and corpus callosum (the nerve fibres responsible for swift 
communication between the hemispheres). Additionally, there were abnormalities in 
the activity of the limbic system, including the amygdala and thalamus.



RAINE ET AL (1997)

Conclusion: There is indication that offenders (specifically violent 
offenders) have abnormal brain function when compared to normal 
controls. As there is largely reduced activity, it would suggest that 
the brains of offenders are slowed and perhaps unable to make 
the swift decisions to react appropriately in certain situations. For 
example, the frontal lobes are linked to planning behaviour; 
therefore, perhaps the decreased prefrontal cortex activity 
indicates that offenders are unable to consider the consequences 
of their actions and control their behaviour



VIDEO: INSIDE THE BRAIN GOOD VS EVIL?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=71&v=m2bPMDTXQTY


TASK: 

Take notes regarding the Structural Evidence and Functional 
Evidence 

Answer Strengthen your knowledge question on page 365 
(questions 1 &2).



A01 SKILL FOCUS

Explain the link between one type of neurotransmitter and 
offending behaviour (3 marks).

1 mark – Name Neurotransmitter and ‘normal function’

1 mark – explain how it will influence offending behaviour

1 mark – supporting evidence? 



A03 – EVALUATION 

1. Simplistic Explanation

2. Indirect relationship

3. Issues of validity

4. Brain damage and Criminal behaviour

5. Childhood Abuse

6. Reductionist



SIMPLISTIC EXPLANATION

The neurochemical explanations of offending behaviour have been 
criticised for being overly simplistic. The links between abnormal 
levels of a certain neurotransmitter and offending behaviour, often 
centre around violent and aggressive behaviour, which does not 
explain all types of crime. This is important because it lacks the 
complexity necessary to understand why individuals commit crimes 
such as burglary or drug dealing, which aren’t necessarily violent 
or aggressive in nature.



INDIRECT RELATIONSHIP

It can be argues that biochemical explanations are relevant more to everyday 
behaviour and that they may lead to offending behaviour in some circumstances. 

They may also underpin a mental illness and it is that which increase the likelihood of 
crime being committed in some circumstances rather than the level of the chemical. 

For example  the Dopamine hypothesis states that those with excessive amounts of 
dopamine are likely to suffer from Schizophrenia. High dopamine activity leads to 
acute episodes and positive symptoms such as delusions, hallucinations and confused 
thinking.  Therefore, the individual could be placed in circumstances that can lead to 
criminal behaviour. 

This suggests the relationship is indirect between the neurotransmitters and offending 
behaviour. 



ISSUES OF VALIDITY

Much of the research which is used when looking at neurotransmitters is based 
on animal research. This is problematic as we are unable to extrapolate the 
findings from animal research to humans. As a result the research would bring 
up issues of validity as we would be unable to generalise the findings. 

For example; seeing an increase of one neurotransmitter that increases 
aggression in animals does not mean that when a human has a similar reaction 
this would be the case. 



BRAIN DAMAGE AND CRIMINAL BEHAVIOUR

It is argued that a clear ink between abnormal processing and crime may not be 
appropriate. The functioning could be due to a brain trauma. 

Not everyone who receives a head injury commits a crime, though even when the 
damage is comparable to the changed physiology in research. 

Example; Phineas Gage suffered catastrophic brain trauma which severed the 
connection between the frontal lobe and limbic system, seemingly with his limbic 
system operation/controlling a majority of his behaviour we should have seen a 
possible increase in criminality. 

Cause and effect is therefore not clear as it does not affect people with brain 
physiology issues in the same way. 



CHILDHOOD ABUSE

The brain functioning issues may be due to abuse in the offenders childhood. 

For example; if they were beaten as a child. 

This has implication for whether the offender is truly guilty for their actions. As the 
individual may have encountered sustained head trauma which could in turn alter 
their functioning. 

For example; killer Ted Bundy experienced levels of abuse within his childhood 
(physical abuse) and witnesses abuse of his mother & grandmother.  Therefore, it 
could be argued that he could not be truly guilty of his actions as the trauma 
experienced psychologically and physically could have altered his brain functioning 
making him prone to offending. 



REDUCTIONIST

The biochemical/neurophysiological explanations are reductionist and 
therefore can be seen to be simplifying criminal behaviour. This means a 
simple explanation of genetics, biochemistry, neurophysiology or physiology 
can explain offending behaviour. 

However, the explanation for offending is seemingly more complex than the 
explanations given. A holistic approach should be taken when looking at these 
explanations to explain offending behaviour. 



16 MARKER

Outline and evaluate the neural explanation for offending 
behaviour (16 marks)

Introduction: Explain what is meant by ‘neural explanation’ for offending 

behaviour? Outline that there are two biochemical and brain structure. 

A01- Choose between the Biochemical or Neurophysiological explanations for 

the approach of your choice. I would use the Neurophysiological Approach as 

this means you can use Raine research as supporting evidence that this is 

correct. 



PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPLANATION 
OFFENDING BEHAVIOUR. 



INTRODUCTION 

As an alternative to the more biologically based theories to trying to explain 
offending behaviour, a range of other approaches are presented here. They tend to 
favour the ‘nurture’ side of the argument, but not exclusively. 

Some of these approaches are personality based and others are more influenced by 
our cognitive development and later behaviours. 



IS THERE A CRIMINAL 
PERSONALITY TYPE?

Aim: to critically explore Eysenck’s theory of the criminal personality  

Take the Eysenck personality test in front you. 



INTRODUCTION

Psychological explanations – Shift from biological causes to social and 
psychological influences

Hans Eysenck’s theory is a bit of a ‘half way house’ in this respect! His 
personality theory is usually classed as psychological. However he does argue 
that all personality types have a biological basis.

Personality/temperament is inborn/genetic. (Nature)

Criminals have particular personalities.

Therefore criminality has a physiological basis.

Eysenck tries to combine physiological (biological), social and environmental factors 
to explain criminality.





THE ENVIRONMENT

1. A child is conditioned (socialised)

2. Child learns sense of right and wrong

3. Child controls own impulses

4. Child avoids behaviour which leads to punishment

Some children are biologically more predisposed to the conditioning 
process.



BIOLOGICAL 

Eysenck focused on the functioning of the:

Central nervous system (CNS) - conscious sensation and 
movement.

Autonomic nervous system (ANS) - automatic functioning 
not under conscious control.







BIOLOGICAL BASIS 

According to Eysenck our personality traits come about through our nervous 
system.

What do you predict E and N’s nervous systems might be like?

Extraverts 

- underactive nervous system; constantly seek excitement. Likely to engage in 
risk-taking behaviours.   

Neurotic individuals 

- Overactive nervous system; anxious, touchy, largely unstable personality . 
Instability means their behaviour is difficult to predict. 





PEN

High psychoticism

High extraversion

High neuroticism

Eysenck’s theory predicts that people who have high P, E and N will 
run a higher risk of offending, principally because it is difficult for 
them to learn to control their immature impulses.



Psychoticism Extraversion Neuroticism

Aggressive Sociable Anxious

Assertive Irresponsible Depressed

Egocentric Dominant Guilty feelings

Unsympathetic No reflection Low self esteem

Manipulative Sensation seeker Tense

Achievement Impulsive Moody

Dogmatic Risk taking Hypochondriac

Masculine Expressive Low autonomy

Tough minded Active ObsessiveCH
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IS THERE ANY EVIDENCE THAT THIS LINKS TO 
CRIMINALITY?

Eysenck and his wife Sybil assessed 2070 

male prisoners who were compared to a 

control group of 2422 males. On 

measures of E, N and P, prisoners 

recorded higher scores than the control 

group which accords with the prediction 

of the theory. 



BUT!!!

Farrington et al (1982) reviewed this study and found that 
offenders tend to score highly on P measures, but not always on E 
and N. 

There are also inconsistent differences between the EEG measures 
between E and I 



SOCIALISATION

Eysenck said criminal behaviour is developmentally 
immature, selfish & concerned with immediate gratification. 

By the process of socialisation children are typically taught 
delayed gratification 

Criminals may not have been taught this – because E & N 
are difficult to condition. 



SOCIALISATION & DELAYED GRATIFICATION  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4L-n8Z7G0ic


TASK

Complete the 
following applyit.

Page 366 – 367 
copy down the PEN 
information from 
the theory and 
questionnaire 
sections. 



EXAM STYLE QUESTION

Outline one personality characteristic thought by Eysenck 
to be implicated in explaining offender behaviour (4 
marks) 

1 mark – identify that there are 3 types of personality 
characteristics.

1 mark – choose one and define

2 marks – explain how this links with offending behaviour. 





A03 EVALUATION 

1.Supporting evidence

2.Prediction for future offending

3.Supporting Research Issues

4. Issues with the questionnaire

5.CJS Issues



SUPPORTING EVIDENCE 

There has been supporting evidence provided for Eysenck’s criminal personality 
theory.  Research has indicated clear evidence that there are key personality traits 
that are present within an offenders personality. 

Furnham (1984), 210 UK non- delinquents were tested for personality, anomie (level 
of moral guidance) an social skills. The best predictor of self-reported delinquency 
was psychoticism, then neuroticism, then anomie, followed by extraversion and finally 
social skills. 

Therefore, Eysenck’s theory can be said to have real world application as we can see 
how the theory can be applied to understanding the reasons for offending.



PREDICTION FOR FUTURE OFFENDING

Eysenck’s theory could help forensic psychologists to identify possible future 
offenders.  Through the use of the comprehensive questionnaire developed we are 
able to categorise and understand personality differences in individuals. 

Heaven (1996) conducted a longitudinal study monitory 282 14 year olds over two 
years. Findings showed that psychoticism was the best predictor of later delinquency. 

Therefore, by using Eysenck's theory we are able to identify possible delinquents 
early on and provide  them with additional support to try ensure the ‘nurturing’ does 
not influence them fully within their adult lives. 



SUPPORTING RESEARCH ISSUES

Research findings do not clearly support Eysenck’s theory for all three traits. Most 
studies have suggested that offenders score higher on neuroticism and psychoticism. 

However, results for extraversion are mixed. This could be due to the kind of crime 
measured, as certain personality may be drawn to specific types of crime. Extraverts, 
for example, may be more likely to be drawn to crimes that raise adrenaline levels, 
and if these are not part of the measure of the research then their criminal 
tendencies may be missed. 

Therefore, Eysenck’s theory needs to be developed to take this additional areas into 
consideration to enable for a comprehensive understanding of criminal personalities 
to be obtained. 



ISSUES WITH THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The measure used can clearly affect results (use Farringtons 
research here!!), therefore it is difficult to establish the exact nature 
of the relationship. 

This means that careful consideration of the measure used should 
be made prior to drawing conclusions. Responses are also 
potentially variable depending on the mood of the individual, so 
both the reliability and validity are questioned.. 



CJS ISSUES

The argument that personality is inherited and therefore an 
individual is born with a predisposition to crime has far-reaching 
implications. 

The legal system is based on the idea that a person is in charge of 
their own actions and if personality is fixed at birth this does not fit 
with that idea. 

It calls into question whether someone  is actually culpable of a 
crime they commit. 



16 MARKER!!

Discuss Eysenck’s theory of the criminal personality, 
referring to evidence within your answer (16marks)

Introduction: Outline what Eysenck’s theory attempts to provide. 

Paragraph one: Explain the link between social, psychological and 

biological. Outline 3 personality types – define these and link within 

criminal behaviour. 

Paragraph two: This is where you need to emphasise WHAT an 

offenders personality would look like. Use explain to explain PEN!



PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPLANATIONS-
PSYCHODYNAMIC EXPLANATION   



3 ASPECTS TO THE PERSONALITY

Freud suggested that there are 3 aspects to the 
personality

-The id

-The ego 

-The superego



THE ID

You are born with this part of the personality and it therefore 
develops first

It is the instructive part of our personality – it can be very 
demanding!

It is often referred to as the “I want

An infant will demand for its needs to be satisfied

It is important to know that the id works on the pleasure principle

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjJzuLAzOHPAhXM0hoKHQPEB9IQjRwIBw&url=http://quoteaddicts.com/topic/super-ego/&psig=AFQjCNGzyF3Xjxu9LSxGvPOYTIGsC4jMww&ust=1476785405675810


THE EGO

The ego develops next

It is the rational part of the personality because it works on reality 
principles

The ego tries to satisfy the needs of the id (I want) with realistic 
ways to achieve these desires 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjJzuLAzOHPAhXM0hoKHQPEB9IQjRwIBw&url=http://quoteaddicts.com/topic/super-ego/&psig=AFQjCNGzyF3Xjxu9LSxGvPOYTIGsC4jMww&ust=1476785405675810


THE SUPEREGO

The superego develops last, around 4 years old

It works on the morality principle

It’s the “you can’t have that” part of the personality

The superego is your conscience given to you by parents, rules, 
society etc.

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjJzuLAzOHPAhXM0hoKHQPEB9IQjRwIBw&url=http://quoteaddicts.com/topic/super-ego/&psig=AFQjCNGzyF3Xjxu9LSxGvPOYTIGsC4jMww&ust=1476785405675810


It is the job of the ego to find a balance between the 

id and the superego



EXPLAINING CRIMINALITY 

Inadequate Superego. 

The superego punishes the Ego with feelings of guilt for fault or wrong-doing, 
and rewards it with feelings of pride and satisfaction for good, moral 
behaviours.

In criminals the Superego is weak or deficient. 

The superego can be inadequate in 3 ways: 



INADEQUATE SUPEREGO 

The Weak Superego (caused by an absent same sex-parent in the 
phallic stage) 

The Deviant Superego (caused by the internalisation of an immoral 
superego from deviant parents) 



INADEQUATE SUPEREGO 

The Strong / Overactive Superego - either causing the person to become 
anxious and guilty by nature, causing them to unconsciously seek punishment 
and do so by committing criminal acts

OR by preventing the release of anxiety through defence mechanisms (due to 
guilt) causing an overabundance of unresolved conflicts to occur, overwhelming 
the ego, and being expressed in extreme criminal behaviour. 



TIME TO THINK 

A second theory focuses on the lack of a mother to attach to during 
infancy leading to criminal behaviour, specifically affectionless 
psychopathy. 

Thinking back to attachment, what theory is this?

Who’s theory was it?

What research was done into it?



MATERNAL DEPRIVATION

Bowlby proposed that the ability to form meaningful social relationships in 
adulthood was dependent on a close, warm and continuous relationship with 
the mother in the first few years.  

Since this relationship acts as the prototype for all future relationships, its 
disruption would impair the person’s ability to relate to others.  

This could result in a condition Bowlby called ‘affectionless psychopathy’. 



MATERNAL DEPRIVATION

As early as the 1930's, researchers were beginning to identify the long-term damage 
associated with disrupted or limited attachment opportunities.

In Bowlby’s The Origins Of Attachment lecture he alluded to this:

“During the nineteen-thirties and forties a number of clinicians on both sides of the 
Atlantic, mostly working independently of each other, were making observations of the 
ill effects on personality development of prolonged institutional care and/or frequent 
changes of mother-figure during the early years of life.”



MATERNAL DEPRIVATION

Bowlby’s (1953) Maternal Deprivation Hypothesis proposed that a “warm, intimate 
& continuous relationship with a mother (figure)” is necessary for healthy 
psychological/ emotional development. “Mother-love in infancy/ childhood is as 
important for mental health as are vitamins & proteins for physical health.”

Consequences of maternal deprivation include:

An inability to form attachments in the future (see the Internal Working Model)

Affectionless psychopathy (inability to feel remorse)

Delinquency (behavioural problems in adolescence)

Problems with Cognitive Development



BOWLBY (1944) 44 THIEVES

44 Thieves were compared with 
44 Non-thieves from a 
delinquency centre. Bowlby 
collected data via interviews 
and questionnaires from the 88 
juveniles and found that 17/ 44 
thieves had experienced early 
prolonged separation from their 
mothers before 5 years.



BOWLBY (1944) 44 THIEVES

15/17 of these thieves were classed as affectionless psychopaths (no guilt/ remorse), 
while only 2/44 non-thieves had experienced such separation. Therefore these 
findings support the MDH, as there appears to be a link between disruption to 
attachments in the first 5 years and later maladjustment.

Bowlby’s subsequent research reported that 60 children who had spent time apart 
from their mothers due to tuberculosis prior to the age of 4, demonstrated lower 
achievement in school.

Bowlby’s findings indicate that experiencing disrupted attachments early in life is 
linked to crime, emotional maladjustment and lower academic achievement, lending 
strong support for the MDH.



TASK 

Take notes on Defence Mechanisms page 375  to 
376. 

Read and make notes from the sheet provided. 

Complete strengthen your knowledge question on 
page 376 (questions 1 &2 only)



EXAM STYLE QUESTION 

Outline one study that would support the Psychodynamic 
approach to understanding offending (4 marks)

1 mark – psychodynamic approach nurture will influence 
chance of being an offender. 

3 marks – link with Bowlby and 44 thieves. 



A03 

1. Theory only 

2. Methodological issues

3. Bowlby’s research is correlational

4. Falsification

5. Explanations are incomplete



THEORY ONLY 

A main criticism of the psychodynamic approach is that it lacks empirical evidence to 
support its claims. This means there is a lack of research which these concepts are 
developed from . 

For example; the super—ego is hypothesised by Freud to be a key component to 
understanding offending behaviour. However, there is no empirical evidence that has 
been collected stating that this is the case. 

Therefore, meaning we should be cautious when applying this theory to criminal 
behaviour as it has not been completely proven through evidence. 



METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

Research support for the maternal deprivation hypothesis comes from Bowlby’s 44 
thieves study.  However, there are issues in terms of the methodology that was used. 

As Bowlby was asking the adolescent participants to recall separations that they had 
experienced years earlier, their responses would have been subject to inaccuracies/ 
distortions.

This is a retrospective study which means that data that was collected by Bowlby 
would only be interpreted by him. This would mean that experimenter bias may 
influence the overall results, due to a lack of objectivity being present. 

As a result, this study would lack reliability as it would have differing results each 
time it was to be collected. Meaning an alternative research method should be used 
when investigating this area. 



BOWLBY’S RESEARCH IS CORRELATIONAL

Bowlby found a relationship between early separation and delinquency/ 
affectionless psychopathy but we cannot definitively conclude that the separation was 
the cause. There may have been a third unidentified variable that accounted for the 
delinquency/ affectionless psychopathy.

For example, the immediate cause of the separation (such as neglect or abuse) might 
have been the direct cause of problems experienced at adolescence rather than the 
separation itself.

Therefore, we are unable to make a cause and effect statement as it has not been 
established if another variable may have influenced the overall results. 



FALSIFICATION

Many of the theoretical concepts like the defence mechanisms are believed to be 
generated from the unconscious mind and this means they are untestable. As a result 
we are unable to prove or disprove this theory due to the inability to test it. 

Popper would argue that the psychodynamic approach would fail to meet the 
scientific criterion due to its inability to be falsified. If a theory cannot be proven to 
be correct or incorrect it will not be considered to be scientific in nature. 

Therefore, Popper would argue that the psychodynamic approach  should not be 
used to understand offender behaviour as it would be classified as a pseudoscience. 



EXPLANATIONS ARE INCOMPLETE

There are many examples of individuals who have experienced problems in their 
early childhood and have not become criminals. This would mean a range of 
alternative factors may influence whether an individual would become an offender or 
not. Meaning that this solution isn’t wholly rooted in just the psychological 
explanations maybe biological explanations need to be considered. This would be 
far more beneficial due to our ability to test biological responses. 

This suggests that even if the explanations were correct they are not complete and 
need further development. 



16 MARKER

Outline and evaluate the psychodynamic explanation for offender 
behaviour (16 marks) 

Introduction: Outline and explain the psychodynamic explanation. 

What does it say about personality and offending?

Paragraph one: link this with the super-ego explanation for offenders –

what does this mean for each form of superegos. 

Paragraph two: Maternal Deprivation would influence how an 

individuals personality develops, which means as a result we must 

consider caregiver attachment. Link with Bowlby + 44 Thieves. 



16 MARKER

Discuss TWO psychological explanations of offending 
behaviour ( 16 marks) 

Introduction: What do we mean by psychological 

explanations? 

Paragraph One: Using Eysenck and Freud to develop – in this 

paragraph explain Psychodynamic approach 

Paragraph two: in this paragraph explain Eysenck (nothing too 

long!)



THE LEARNING THEORY 



INTRODUCTION 

The learning theory explanation of crime relates to the principles of both classical 
and operant conditioning. Essentially, offending is learned in the same way as we 
learn other behaviours. 

For example; a child may learn to associate stealing sweets from a shop with a 
feeling of excitement, and stealing behaviour becomes a classically conditioned 
response. 

Operant conditioning focuses on the consequences of the child's actions, so if a child is 
punished for stealing sweets the behaviour is likely to decline. 

However, if the child receives positive reinforcement, possibly in the form of praise 
from peers, the offending behaviour is more likely to be repeated. 



QUICK ACTIVITY

Define vicarious reinforcement….

Vicarious reinforcement involves learning through observation of the consequences of 
actions for other people

What factors are needed for a role model to be followed? 

Same sex

Status

Age 

Popularity



SOCIAL LEARNING THEORY 

Bandura et al (1973) would suggest the importance of role models and vicarious 
reinforcement in offending behaviour. If we see role models rewarded or punished it 
would increase or decrease the likelihood of us behaving in the same way. 

Studies have also found that people who live in violent communities learn to model 
the aggressive behaviour of their neighbours (Bartol, 2002)



SOCIAL LEARNING THEORY 

In terms of aggressive offending, behavioural theorists have argued that the 
following four factors help produce violence

1. A stressful event or stimulus, such as a threat, challenge or assault, which heighten 
arousal

2. Aggressive skills or techniques leaned through observation

3. A belief that aggression or violence will be socially rewarded

4. A value system that condones violent acts within certain social contexts

Early empirical tests of these four principles have been promising in terms of providing 
supportive evidence. 



DIFFERENTIAL ASSOCIATION THEORY 

A specific learning theory is the differential association theory, first proposed by 
Sutherland (1939). This socio-psychological theory is based on the idea that criminal 
offending behaviour is learned through exposure to criminal norms. 

Social Learning studies like Bandura’s have demonstrated the way in which children 
learn by simple imitation and this is more likely to occur if rewarded. 

If children or young adults are exposed to crime and criminal activities they are more 
likely to copy such activities, and because of the environment they are in, this will be 
likely to reinforced as it will be part of their normality. 



DIFFERENTIAL ASSOCIATION THEORY 

In essence we will take on the values and attitudes of those key people who surround 
us (usually parents or peers). 

Using what we heard in the ‘gangs talk’ a couple of months ago, how would the 
differential association theory explain the young people joining these gangs? 

These young people would join these gangs as there are role models that are present 
that they would look up to (often the same gender and they possess status). Once 
they begin to hang around in these environments it becomes normalised which in turn 
makes ‘criminality’ normalised. 



DIFFERENTIAL ASSOCIATION THEORY 

Burgess and Akers (1966) added in the element of differential reinforcement of 
deviant behaviours to Sutherland’s original notion of simple association – that the 
rewards come, for example, in the form of not being caught, the thrill and the 
possession of items not usually attainable and social encouragement from a similarly 
minded peer group. 

The process of learning offending behaviour in more middle-class settings may 
encourage more perceived middle-class crimes such as tax evasion, fraud etc.  This 
pattern of crime would then become internalised. 



ACTIVITY

Watch the video clip from “The Wire”. How does this 
demonstrate an aspect of DA?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kIUlhWWIcNc&spfreload=10


DIFFERENTIAL ASSOCIATION THEORY 

Sutherland identified 9 key principles to explain DA. These are:

 1. Criminal behaviour is learned.

 2. Criminal behaviour is learned in interaction with other persons in a process of communication.

 3. The principal part of the learning of criminal behaviour occurs within intimate personal groups

 4. When criminal behaviour is learned, the learning includes (a) techniques of committing the crime, 
which are sometimes very complicated, sometimes simple; (b) the specific direction of motives, drives, 
rationalizations, and attitudes.

 5. The specific direction of motives and drives is learned from definitions of the legal codes as 
favourable or unfavourable.

 6. A person becomes delinquent because of an excess of definitions favourable to violation of law 
over definitions unfavourable to violation of the law.

 7. Differential associations may vary in frequency, duration, priority, and intensity



TASK

Read the learning theory of offending sheet 
provided. 

Complete the stick man activity based on DA. 



EXAM STYLE QUESTION 

‘Josh joins a gang and begins to replicate the behaviour of one of the gang 
leaders’ 

Using the item above and your knowledge, explain why Josh is beginning to 
replicate the behaviour using differential association theory (4 marks)

1 mark – define the concept of differential association theory

2 marks – using Sutherlands explanation to outline the main points of DA

1 mark – applying this to Josh. 



A03

1. Empirical support

2. Explains why criminality runs in families

3. Biology does matter

4. Lacks temporal Validity

5. Vague and untestable



EMPIRICAL SUPPORT

There is empirical research to support this idea, as demonstrated by Rebellon 
(2006), who used the notion of vicarious reinforcement to show that if delinquent 
behaviour was rewarded (by attention or gratification), others will also raise their 
own delinquent behaviour levels. 

This view of differential association theory can help explain why gang culture might 
also develop where young people are subjected to peer pressure and social 
labelling. 

Therefore, this theory would have real world application as it would be one 
explanation as to explaining why young people join gangs. 



EXPLAINS WHY CRIMINALITY RUNS IN FAMILIES

One of the good things about DA theory is that it can explain why criminal behaviour 
seems to run in families. It allows for us to understand why young people would 
replicate the behaviour based on the environment (nurture) rather than placing the 
blame on genetics (nature). 

For example; killer Ted Bundy experienced levels of abuse within his childhood 
(physical abuse) and witnesses abuse of his mother & grandmother. This would then 
explain why he later on replicated violent behaviour as he saw the consequences and 
replicated the behaviour based on this. 

Therefore, differential association theory provides us with an alternative view which 
challenging the nature (genetic) explanations for offending. 



BIOLOGY DOES MATTER

However, on the other hand, we could argue that one of its weaknesses is that it does 
not take biological factors into account. As we know there is a long line of scientific 
evidence that shows that some elements of criminal behaviour can be inherited. The 
DA fails to take into account that genetics can explain why people are more prone to 
committing ‘violent’ crimes as an example. 

For example the Brunner Syndrome created by Brunner et al. (1993) and their 
analysis of a large family in the Netherlands, a number of which had been 
responsible for various counts of anti-social and criminal behaviour including 
attempted rape, exhibitionism and arson. Showed a genetic reason for them 
engaging due to an increase of serotonin in their system as a result of a deficiency of 
MOAO – which explain the reasons for aggressive behaviour. 

Therefore, the DA should not completely discount the impact of genetics in explaining 
and creating behaviour. 



LACKS TEMPORAL VALIDITY

Another issue with this theory is that it may be out of date. Which means it would lack 
temporal validity as it would only be applicable for society within a certain era. 
Perhaps before the rise of mass media and the internet (in particular social media) 
DA theory was a good explanation for crime. 

However, the world is a very different place than it was in 1939, and Sutherland’s 
theory may not be a good fit for our modern technologically advanced society. As 
now individuals are exposed a wide range of sources with consequences but this 
doesn’t always mean they will turn to criminal behaviour. 



VAGUE AND UNTESTABLE

One of the main criticisms of DA is that it is vague and untestable which means that 
we are trying to make a causal link between environment and offending 
attitudes/behaviour when there may not be one. An alternative theory may be better 
at explaining this, rational choice theory by Cornish and Clark (1998). They argue 
that a decision is made to commit offending behaviour based on weighing up the 
consequences especially in terms of rewards. 

This would be a better explanation as to why criminals commit crimes, as the benefits 
for committing crimes like theft at the right time or place means that individuals would 
have a greater reward than costs. Which explains why they will then commit the crime 
as and when it is best to do so. 



16 MARKER

Outline and explain the learning theories explanation for 
offending behaviour (16 marks) 

Introduction: Explain the idea of the learning theories 

explanation for offending behaviour. 

Paragraph One: Outline the principles of SLT and how this would 

explain offending behaviour. LINK with DA

Paragraph Two: Link with the idea of DA – what does this argue 

about criminal behaviour? 



16 MARKER 

John is 15 and grew up in a family where his father was absent for long periods due 
to imprisonment. John’s older brother had also spent time in juvenile detention. He is 
now starting to get into trouble with the police himself. John has heard his neighbours 
refer to his family as a “criminal family.” 

Using your knowledge of both biological and social psychological theories, discuss the 
extent to which such a thing as a “criminal family” could be argued to exist.  [16]

Introduction: Outline and explain what the nature/nurture debate would state about criminality. 

Paragraph One: Link with the genetic explanations of offending – XYY hypothesis or Brunner Syndrome. 

Paragraph Two: Link with DA/SLT as a main idea of how behaviour is learnt. 

Paragraph Three: (A03) I would create a paragraph arguing that an interactionist approach should be taken 

when explaining criminal behaviour. It is more than just ‘genetics’ or the ‘environment’. 



COGNITIVE EXPLANATIONS



INTRODUCTION

The basis of the cognitive approach to explaining offending 
behaviour is to focus on the cognitive processes we engage in when 
dealing with moral issues and some of the distortions  we may have 
in our thinking in this area. 



WHAT DO YOU THINK MORAL REASONING MEANS 
? 



LAWRENCE KOHLBERG – MORAL DEVELOPMENT

Kohlberg’s stages of moral 
development:

• Theory inspired by Jean Piaget 

• Method - moral dilemmas (Heinz) to 
investigate children’s reasoning.

• Six stages - concerned with justice.

• Not what should be done but 
reasoning used to justify the response.

Lawrence Kohlberg 

(1927-1987) 



LAWRENCE KOHLBERG – MORAL DEVELOPMENT

Immature 

Moral 

Reasoning

Mature 

Moral 

Reasoning



LAWRENCE KOHLBERG – MORAL DEVELOPMENT

The Heinz dilemma:

A woman was near death from a special kind of cancer. There was one drug that the doctors 
thought might save her. It was a form of radium that a druggist in the same town had recently 
discovered. The drug was expensive to make, but the druggist was charging ten times what the 
drug cost him to produce. He paid $200 for the radium and charged $2,000 for a small dose 
of the drug. The sick woman's husband, Heinz, went to everyone he knew to borrow the money, 
but he could only get together about $1,000 which is half of what it cost. He told the druggist 
that his wife was dying and asked him to sell it cheaper or let him pay later. But the druggist 
said: "No, I discovered the drug and I'm going to make money from it." So Heinz got 
desperate and broke into the man's store to steal the drug for his wife.

 Should Heinz have broken into the store to steal the drug for his wife? Why or why not?



LAWRENCE KOHLBERG – MORAL DEVELOPMENT

Stage one (punishment & obedience):

Heinz should not steal the drug

• He will be put in prison

• Which means he’s a mean bad person. 

Or: 

Heinz should steal the drug 

• it is only worth $200 

• Heinz had even offered to pay & wouldn’t steal anything else.



LAWRENCE KOHLBERG – MORAL DEVELOPMENT

Stage two (reward & self-interest):

Heinz should not steal the drug

• Prison is awful a jail cell is worse than his wife's death.

Or: 

Heinz should steal the drug

• he will be much happier if he saves his wife



LAWRENCE KOHLBERG – MORAL DEVELOPMENT

Stage three (conformity – good-boy/nice girl ):

Heinz should not steal the drug

• Stealing is bad & he’s not a criminal

• He tried without breaking the law, you can’t blame him.

Or: 

Heinz should steal the drug

• His wife expects it;

• He wants to be a good husband. 



LAWRENCE KOHLBERG – MORAL DEVELOPMENT

Stage four (law-and-order):

Heinz should not steal the drug

• the law prohibits stealing it’s  illegal. 

Or: Heinz should steal the drug 

• He should take the punishment for the crime & pay the druggist 

• Actions have their consequences



LAWRENCE KOHLBERG – MORAL DEVELOPMENT

Stage five (human rights):

Heinz should not steal the drug

• The scientist has a right to fair compensation.

• His wife’s illness it does not make his actions right.

Or: 

Heinz should steal the drug

• Everyone has a right to choose life, regardless of the law. 



LAWRENCE KOHLBERG – MORAL DEVELOPMENT

Stage six (universal human ethics):

Heinz should not steal the drug

• Others may need the drug just as badly & their lives are 
equally significant.

Or: 

Heinz should steal the drug

• Saving a human life is a more fundamental value than the 
property rights of another person. 



LAWRENCE KOHLBERG – MORAL DEVELOPMENT

Discussion:

• Cognitive development influences moral reasoning.

• From self-centred to other centred – compliment’s Piaget.

• From social compliance to universal principles demanded by individual conscience

• Do all achieve this? 

• A cultural ideal based in a western philosophical tradition?



APPLICATION OF KOHLBERG'S THEORY TO 
OFFENDING. 

Gibbs Theory focuses on only the first four stages of Kohlberg’s theory. Moral 
reasoning becomes more mature as one goes up the stages, and at stage 3 shows an 
understanding of interpersonal relationships and other peoples needs and at stage 4, 
societal needs.

Social perspective-taking reasoning skills are crucial at these stages to allow for 
emotions such as empathy to play a part in motivating decisions about reasoning and 
behaviour (Hoffman, 2000)



APPLICATION OF KOHLBERG'S THEORY TO 
OFFENDING. 

An application of Gibbs theory can seen through this justification at each of the 
following stages:

1. Stage One – Offending can be morally justified if punishment avoided. 

2. Stage Two – Offending can be morally justified if the individual received benefits 
that outweigh the costs. 

3. Stage Three – Offending can be morally justified if it maintains personal 
relationships

4. Stage Four – Offending can be morally justified if it maintains society or is 
sanctioned by a social institution. 



APPLICATION OF KOHLBERG'S THEORY TO 
OFFENDING. 

Although offending can be justified at each stage, in practice 
research has established that the circumstances in which it usually 
occurs reflects the moral reasoning at the less mature stages. 

This moral immaturity in young offenders has been found to extend 
across a range of values and not just those relating to offending 
(Palmer and Hollin, 1998) 



ACTIVITY 

Create your own version of Kohlberg's table 
using page 369.



EXAM STYLE QUESTION 

Using Kohlberg's stages of moral reasoning, explain why an individual may become 
an offender (4 marks) 

1 mark – explain what Kohlberg's stages of moral reasoning is 

1 mark – reference that Gibbs linked Kohlberg's theory and explain why

1 mark – state one of the stages to be used in the answer (preferably stage one or 
two)

1 mark – explain that it is moral immaturity that is most present within offenders



A03 

1. Cant reach all of the stages

2. Gender Bias

3. Supporting evidence 

4. Problems with Heinz Dilemma

5. Supporting evidence for offending



CANT REACH ALL OF THE STAGES

When applying Kohlberg’s theory it is often done so assuming every individual has the 
potential of meeting each stage. However, this isn’t the case based on the research by Colby 
et al (1983).

Colby et al (1983) 20 year longitudinal study of 58 American males who progressed as 

predicted through levels 1 – 4. At ages 10-16, stages 1 & 2 decreased & stage 3 & 4 

increased. Which shows that moral maturity started to be gained by these groups as they 
became older. However, only 10% reached stage 5 in their 30’s and there was no evidence of 
stage 6.

Therefore, we are unable to use Kohlberg’s theory under the assumption everyone will 
eventually progress into each of the stages. 



GENDER BIAS

Carol Gilligan (1982) argues that Kohlberg’s theory is  gender biased. As it takes an 

androcentric viewpoint about moral development.  (GK. Andro = man / male). When 
developing his theory Kohlberg only interviewed males, which mean the stages were based 

only on this sample. Gilligan argues that there is a difference in the moral reasoning between 
men and women. For example: 

• Males - rules, rights, & abstract principles - ideal = formal justice. 

• Females - relationships & compassion - ideal = affiliation not abstract hypothetical dilemmas.

Which reflects that there is a clear difference between men and women, which Kohlberg’s 
theory fails to acknowledge (beta bias). Therefore, more research needs to be conducted into 
this area to establish the moral reasoning development of both men and women. 



SUPPORTING EVIDENCE 

There is supporting evidence for Kohlberg’s theory of moral reasoning, showing that it can be 
applied successfully to everyone.  

Snarey (1985) meta-analysis of 44 studies from 27 cultures and found evidence that supports 
Kohlberg prediction through levels 1 – 4. Showing that individuals progressed through the 
stages in the same order & time. However, the only difference was in stage 5, as more in 
western cultures achieved this stage than in rural or village cultures. This may be a reflection of 
western individualism as to why individuals could meet this stage.

Therefore, arguably this theory can then only be applied successfully to western cultures. 
Newer theories about moral development should be made to ensure they are culturally 
relative. 



PROBLEMS WITH HEINZ DILEMMA

The Heinz dilemma is used to understand the stage of moral development an individual is at. 

Isawa (1992) conducted a cross cultural analysis in Japan & USA. They found similar stages of 
moral reasoning but cultural differences were present within the way  participants responded 
to the Heinz dilemma. In the USA participants favoured Heinz stealing to prolong his wife’s 
life. Whilst Japanese participants thought he should not steal the drugs to preserve his wife’s 
life but instead they should aim to live a clean & pure life.

Therefore, the Heinz dilemma should be changed to be culturally relative to ensure it meets 
each individuals cultures ways of identifying level of moral reasoning. 



SUPPORTING EVIDENCE FOR OFFENDING

As a young person passes through each one of the stages it can link to immature or 
mature moral reasoning. Research has supported the concepts of offending by linking 
immature moral reasoning with offending. 

Walker (1989) found that Kohlberg’s moral development was correct in terms of the 
sequence that each person passes through. They further hypothesised that this why the 
incidence of anti-social behaviour in younger adults is higher within these age ranges. 

Therefore, this research supports Kohlberg’s theory and Gibbs application of it. As it 
shows that crime in younger people would be higher due to them being less morally 
developed. 



16 MARKER 

Outline and evaluate cognitive explanations 
for offending (16 marks) 

Introduction: Outline what we mean by cognitive 

explanations – link with moral reasoning. 

Paragraph One: Outline Kohlberg’s theory – what does it 

suggest? How is it measured?

Paragraph Two: Link with Gibbs who links it with offending 

behaviour. 



COGNITIVE DISTORTIONS



COGNITIVE DISTORTIONS

How might the offender view their actions?  Or 
explain them?



INTRODUCTION

Beck (1972) first introduced the idea of cognitive distortions in his early 
developments of cognitive behavioural therapy with depressives, and his student 
Burns (1989) popularised them with his publications on self-help. 

For some time these distortions have been considered important in increasing the 
likelihood of engaging in criminal activity. 

Gibbs (2010) has investigated the role of cognitive distortions play in the relationship 
between moral reasoning and offending behaviour. Cognitive distortions occur when 
an individual forms distorted attitudes and thoughts that legitimise the offending 
behaviour. 



EGOCENTRIC

Gibbs believes the main distortion used to support offending is egocentric bias. This is 
characteristic of both immature moral reasoning and thinking styles of offenders. 

An egocentric bias is a type of cognitive bias in which someone thinking about things 
solely from their own point of view, which leads to a skewed pattern of thinking.  This 
type of bias makes the individual  think that their influence and importance is greater 
than they actually are. 



CAN YOU THINK OF AN EXAMPLE OF EGOCENTRIC 
BEHAVIOUR WITHIN THE SCHOOL SETTING? 

An everyday example would be that people working in a 
group setting with egocentric bias often believe that they 
contributed more to the group project than they actually 
did.



EGOCENTRIC

A particular focus for cognitive distortions if sex offenders. 

Lindsay at al (2007) developed and used the questionnaire on Attitudes Consistent 
with Sexual Offending (QACSO). This had a series of scales that evaluate attitudes 
to rape, voyeurism, exhibitionism, dating abuse, homosexual assault, child sexual 
abuse and stalking. 



LINDSAY AT AL (2007)

Background: Over the past 10 years, the focus of assessment and treatment for sex 
offenders has changed from the assessment of skills and deviant sexual preferences 
to the assessment and treatment of cognitions that might be considered to encourage 
or justify inappropriate sexual behaviour. There have been a few assessment 
measures of deviant sexual cognitions developed for adults in mainstream sex 
offender populations but none in less able populations. The present study describes 
an assessment questionnaire consisting of 7 scales for cognitions associated with rape, 
voyeurism, exhibitionism, dating abuse, stalking, homosexual assault and offences 
against children, designed to be used by sex offenders with intellectual disabilities. 

Method. : Four groups of subjects were employed in this study – sex offenders, 
nonsexual offenders, non-offenders all with mild intellectual disabilities or borderline 
intelligence and a further group of normal men. All subjects completed the 
questionnaire



LINDSAY AT AL (2007)

Results: Each item was subjected to 3 tests of reliability. Retained items were 
required to achieve an item-to-total correlation of at least 0.4. Of the 7 scales, 5 
achieved an internal consistency coefficient of 0.8 or greater. All scales successfully 
discriminated between groups even when the normal controls were eliminated 
because their scores were so low. 

Conclusions: It is possible to develop scales to assess cognitions related to types of 
offences which discriminate between sex offenders and other groups with intellectual 
disabilities. The final scales and statistical properties and can be used for clinical and 
research purposes to identify offenders. 



EGOCENTRIC AND MINIMISATION

As a result of Lindsay’s research, when the offenders were confronted with their 
criminal activities a key distortion will denial, a mental process by which offenders 
reject the consequences of their actions and/or blame someone else. 

Salters (1988) states that denial can take many forms in sex offenders:

1. Denying that the abuse actually took place

2. Denying the seriousness (fondled but no sexual contact) 

3. Denying that there is anything wrong with them (for example; they have found 
God and don’t need therapy or help)

4. Denying responsibility (for example;  saying that the child seduced them)



MINIMISATION

All but the first denial are ways of trying to ‘play down’ the significance of their 
criminal activity, which is known as minimisation. 

In a sample of paedophiles and rapists, Barbaree (1998) found that a substantial 
number denied their involvement and approximately 40% went on to minimise the 
seriousness of the offence or the extent of their culpability. Minimisation and denial 
are almost used interchangeably, and they are commonly used as examples of 
criminals’ cognitive distortions across a spectrum of crimes, not just sex-related ones. 



HOSTILE ATTRIBUTION BIAS

Another cognitive distortion is hostile attribution bias. This is where ambiguous  
events/ social interactions are interpreted as hostile. At its basic level, it is a bias the 
individuals uses that infers aggressive intent. This is along the lines of ‘he was looking 
at me in an odd way’, interpreting that as hostile and inappropriately reacting 
aggressively to them and their presence. 

There is convincing evidence for hostile attribution bias as a cognitive processing 
distortion. 

Orobio de Castro et al (2002) did a meta-analysis of 41 attribution studies, 
concluding that the bias had a very strong relationship with aggressive behaviour 
among children and adolescents. More recently, Bailey and Ostrov (2008) 
demonstrated this relationship is held into adulthood. 



VIDEO 

Take notes on what ken Dodge states for how he explains 
Hostile Attribution. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxOXmMLsLZs


ACTIVITY – EXPLAIN HOW SARAH WOULD VIEW 
THIS RELATIONSHIP WITH A HAB?

Sarah is walking up to a group of friends at the school 
gates. They are busy talking and therefore do not greet 
her immediately.

Sarah would interpret in a way that are ignoring her and 
there is a signal of them not liking her or being angry with 
her. She may then feel they no longer wish to be her 
friend. This would lead to her feeling angry or upset with 
them. 



TASK

Strengthen your learning questions on page 376 questions 
4 & 5. 

Complete question 2 on page 377 (RM question) 



EXAM STYLE QUESTION

Outline ONE cognitive distortion that could be involved in criminal 
thinking ( 2 marks)

1 mark – briefly define what cognitive distortion is 

1 mark – explain one example (egocentric bias, minimisation or 
hostile attribution error). 



A03 

1. Link to domestic violence

2. Hostile attributions will vary depend on the type of crime committed

3. Issues with hypothetical situations used

4. Supporting evidence of minimisation

5. Coping mechanism 

6. Issues with it being a coping strategy 



LINK TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

The hostile attribution bias has been successfully applied to real world offences, 
specifically domestic violence. 

Holtzworth-Munroe and Hutchinson (1993) found a link between hostile attribution 
bias and domestic violence. They showed men vignettes of difficult marital situations 
and asked them to rate woman’s behaviour in each case. Men who had been violent 
towards their wives were more likely to think that the woman was being negative 
towards the husband and that her intentions were hostile. This seems to demonstrate a 
cognitive style that might underpin their violent and aggressive acts. 

Therefore, we can argue that the Hostile Attribution bias has ecological validity due 
to it being applied to the real world. 



HOSTILE ATTRIBUTIONS WILL VARY DEPEND ON 
THE TYPE OF CRIME COMMITTED

Gudjonsson (1984) created a measure for the attributions which offenders use to 
apportion blame for criminal behaviour. The measure was called the blame 
attribution inventory. This measure includes three things:

1. The extent to which offenders blame circumstances in the environment 

2. The extent to which they blame mental illness or a lack of self-control. 

3. The extent to which they feel guilt or remorse. 

Research using the measure found that offenders differ in their attributions 
depending on the type of crime the have committed. Through the use of Gudjonsson’s 
BAI will allow for HAB to be developed further to understand the attributions made 
for various crime. 



ISSUES WITH HYPOTHETICAL SITUATIONS USED

The use of hypothetical situation in the measures for HAB means that the measure 
could be argued to be lacking predictive validity. This means that the answer given 
may not be the response that would actually occur in that situation if it happened. 

For example; individuals within Holtzworth-Munroe and Hutchinson (1993) research 
may say that they would respond violently to a situation but in reality they would be 
the opposite. 

There is then the possibility that some people who measure low on the scale for HAB 
actually may interpret a situation as more hostile than recorded. 



SUPPORTING EVIDENCE OF MINIMISATION

There is supporting evidence showing that minimisation is used when discussing 
offending behaviours. 

Lavaro and Gibbs (1996) found that when they measured for cognitive distortions in 
anti-social young adults there was a strong relationship between the level of 
antisocial behaviour and minimisation, indicating that offenders may use minimisation 
with negative behaviours. 

Therefore, there is clear evidence showing that young adults will use minimisation to 
downplay their criminal behaviour. This means that they do not fully accept full 
responsibility for their actions. 



COPING MECHANISM 

Maruna and Mann (2006) examined the idea that using minimisation to downplay 
crimes serves as a useful strategy to deal with guilt. They also consider how treatment 
programmes in prisons often try to challenge that minimisation. They argue that the 
focus should be on the offender taking responsibility for the future rather than for 
past actions and that minimisation is seen as a psychologically healthy strategy in 
non-offending contexts. This means that rather than being seen as an explanation for 
why someone commits a crime, minimisation is more to do with how they cope 
afterwards. 

As a result, it can be argued that minimisation can be a positive mechanism to help 
individuals deal with the aftermath of an offence. This will enable them to deal with 
the crime through treatment programmes, allowing for the offender to develop good 
psychological mechanisms which will benefit them after prison. 



ISSUES WITH IT BEING A COPING STRATEGY 

It can be argued that it is a coping strategy rather than an explanation for why 
someone might commit a crime. This may increase the likelihood of reoffending 
increasing for these offenders. 

Kennedy and Grublin (1992) support this view with their research on convicted sex 
offenders. They found that these individuals used minimisation to excuse their 
behaviour and even attempt to blame someone else.  The results found that one third 
of offender denied any involvement, a quarter believed that their victims benefits 
from the abuse in some way. 

From these results it can be argued that the offender could reoffend due to them 
placing blame elsewhere or denying involvement. Meaning that they could reoffend 
and use the same coping mechanisms to downplay involvement.



16 MARKER 

Outline and evaluate cognitive distortions and how they 
would be used by offenders (16 marks). 

Introduction: Define what is meant by the term ‘cognitive distortion’ and link with the areas 

that we cover. 

Paragraph One: Explain what we mean by this term – state that this will explain WHY 

criminals offend and how HAB and minimisation are used as further explanations (simply here 

you are just saying that it is useful for offenders to have a strategy that helps them to deny or 

minimise the type of offence they have committed). 

Paragraph Two: minimisation – What is this and how is it used by offenders?

Paragraph Three: HAB – what is this and how is it used by offenders? 



WAYS OF DEALING WITH OFFENDERS



INTRODUCTION

Dealing with offenders has been an issues for society throughout history. In the past, 
public hangings for major offences or even minor ones by contemporary standards 
(stealing animals as an example) regularly took place at towns throughout the UK. 
Public punishment could also be meted out to local miscreants by having them put into 
stocks and then pelted with rubbish and being humiliated. 

In the Victorian era crime rose sharply from 5000 acts per year to 20000 per year 
in 1840. This was linked with the industrial revolution. In the 18th century there were 
about 200 crimes punishable by hanging . This caused public concern, with Queen 
Victoria reducing the amount of crimes punishable by death and punishments for 
minor crimes were less severe. 



INTRODUCTION

The Victorian era saw new ideas being tried out. They included the building of new 
jails (prisons) and looking at how these could be used to stop criminals from 
reoffending. Prison buildings and daily life within them changed dramatically to 
reflect the beliefs of the time. Prison regimes came to be based on the concepts of 
separation , silence, hard labour and moral guidance. 

During the 18th century, the practice of transportation was used as an alternative 
punishment to hanging. Convicted criminals were taken to colonies to serve prison 
sentences. Most never returned. It had the advantages of removing the criminal from 
society and being cheaper than keeping them in custody. 



INTRODUCTION

The Victorian era played a significant role in encouraging society to review strategies 
for dealing with crime. Previously, criminals were seen as the lowest form of life in 
society and had to be severely punished. Towards the end of the era there was some 
acknowledgment that mental illness and parental upbringing may play a part in 
many criminals life choices and that rehabilitation and punishment need to be more 
balances. More contemporary approaches to crime and punishment consider various 
options, most of which are based on psychological moral principles. 



AIMS OF CUSTODIAL SENTENCING AND 
PUNISHMENT 

Traditional views of punishment could relate it to the way BF Skinner introduced it with 
his learning theory approach. The concept of reinforcement and punishment belongs 
to the area of learning theory known as operant conditioning. In OC is the reduction 
of a behaviour due to the application of an adverse stimulus (positive punishment) or 
a removal of a pleasant stimulus (negative punishment). 

E.g. positive punishment making a naughty child do extra chores etc. – Negative 
would be the removal of electronic devices. 



AIMS OF CUSTODIAL SENTENCING AND 
PUNISHMENT 

The main aim of custodial sentencing is to ensure that there is a 
structured response to dealing with criminal offences. This will 
prevent ‘the public’ handing out punishments.  At present there are 
4 aims for punishment and custodial sentencing:

1. Retribution

2. Deterrence

3. Rehabilitation

4. Incapacitation 



RETRIBUTION

The essence of retribution as a theory of punishment is the idea of ‘just desserts’ in 
which punishment is inflicted on the offender because it is ‘deserved’ by the crime 
which he or she committed. The offender ‘pays for’ his or her crime by means of a 
punishment that should fit the crime. 

A secondary aspect of retribution is that by inflicting the punishment, society is 
demonstrating its disapproval of the crime. In the retributive approach punishment is 
therefore entirely concerned with the past behaviour of the offender – with the crime 
that he or she has committed. It acknowledges that the offender has committed the 
offence of their own free will. 

For this form of justice to work we must be concerned with the moral argument about 
‘just deserts’ and there must be a societal agreement on the punishment. 



DETERRENCE 

Deterrence theory is oriented on the nature of the offender, their future behaviour 
and what punishment will stop them from offending again. This is labelled as 
individual deterrence. 

The underlying theories which inform deterrence are sociology and psychology. The 
idea that a particular sentence will prevent someone committing a crime is assuming 
that they commit crimes by rationally weighing up the costs vs benefits. Its argued that 
this will only work on individuals whom do not belong to a criminal subculture. 

‘general deterrence’ is where judges hand out sentences which seem disproportionate 
as an exemplary sentence. This will aim to discourage others. 



REHABILITATION 

With increasing societal concerns the objective of punishment has been seen as not 
simply deterring the offender but attempting to reform the offenders outlook on life 
to become more positive so they are less likely to reoffend again. 

In some cases this can be done by psychological or psychiatric intervention to address 
the offenders personality, attitudes and behaviours. In other cases, what is seen as 
important is education and skills training in order to try equip the offender with some 
minimal life skills so that, on coming out of prison, they will not immediately reoffend. 



INCAPACITATION 

Incapacitation is concerned with the fact that some offenders are dangerous and 
need to be removed from society to protect the public. In 2009, those serving life 
sentence was 9.5% in the US and 19.3% in England and Wales (Griffin and 
O’Donnell, 2012). This represents a large number of criminals effectively removed 
from society and in capacitated because of protection of the public has become 
increasing concern. 



TASK 

Read and make notes on custodial sentencing sheet 
that is provided. 

Answer Question 1 (Strengthen your learning) on 
page 387



A01 QUESTION 

Outline one of the aims of custodial sentencing (4 marks)

1 mark – outline what is meant by custodial sentencing 

1 mark – identify one of the aims

2 marks – explaining that aim and its purpose. 



A03 

1. Problems with Retribution 

2. Problems with deterrence 

3. Problems with Rehabilitation 

4. Problems with Incapacitation 



PROBLEMS WITH RETRIBUTION 

There are problems facing the retribution approach: 

1. There is inequality in society, therefore fines have different impacts depending on 
offenders’ socio-economic circumstances. 

2. Would a particular tariff have the same effect on offenders at different stages of 
their life cycle?

3. How do we decide the seriousness of all types of crime in terms of ‘just desserts’? 

4. Cultural differences in retribution (for example; a first-time car vandalism offence 
in the UK results in a fine, in Singapore it results in four months in prison and 
maybe caning and a fine too). 



PROBLEMS WITH DETERRENCE 

The assumption about the rationality of this theory has some problems: 

1. Offenders may focus on the chance of getting caught more than the severity of 
the sentence. 

2. Crime could be seen as exciting and challenging activity and that the risk of being 
caught is the reason or doing it. 

3. In a subculture like that of professional criminals, actually having a prison sentence 
is status-enhancing rather than a deterrent. 



PROBLEMS WITH REHABILITATION  

A problem that arises with rehabilitation strategies is the extent to which they are 
integrate with retribution and deterrence sentencing. There can be a conflict between 
what may be seen as ‘just desserts’ as a deterrence and the requirements for 
effective rehabilitation and re-education. When prisoners can only be released upon 
successful completion of the rehabilitation programme there is a danger of 
indeterminate sentences occurring, especially if there are resources and provision 
issues. 



PROBLEMS WITH INCAPACITATION 

Some of the main criticisms are similar to rehabilitation, such as the issues of 
indeterminate sentences. Does life mean life? If capacitation is to work as a strategy it 
must be based on evidence that the risks of reoffending are very high indeed and 
that no amount of rehabilitation will make such individuals no longer dangerous to 
societies. 



16 MARKER 

Outline and evaluate the aims of custodial 
sentencing (16 marks)

Introduction: Outline and explain what is meant by custodial 

sentencing and the aims of it. 

Paragraph one: Outline and explain the 4 aims of custodial sentencing 



PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF 
CUSTODIAL SENTENCING 



PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CUSTODIAL 
SENTENCING 

Once a person enters prison, whether for a short or long sentence, they are 
essentially being removed from normal society and immersed into a new institutional 
culture with its own rules and social norms. These can vary from institution to institution 
but there are some common factors and experiences. 

Research within this field is limited bit is apparent that the experience of a first time 
offender is very different to a ‘repeat’ offender. 

Liebling and Maruan (2005) report that restlessness, anxiety and sleeplessness tend 
to occur at the start of an imprisonment term when adjustments have to be made. 
Common initial reactions to imprisonment are feelings of depression, guilt and 
anxiety. It has a long been established that suicide rates are higher in prison than in 
normal society, and in the US it has been noted that about half of suicides attempts 
are on the first day of confinement. 



SOME OF THE EFFECTS OF CUSTODIAL 
SENTENCING ON THE OFFENDER

1) Stress and Depression

2) Institutionalisation

3) Prisonisation



1) STRESS AND DEPRESSION

Suicide rates are higher in prison than in the general population, as are cases of self-
harm. If a prisoner suffers with mental health issues before their sentence, this is likely 
to worsen in prison.

Dudeck et al (2011) reported that 14% of European inmates exhibited high levels of 
post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms following imprisonment. As many as 50% of 
their sample were in need of psychological treatment as a result of imprisonment and 
a third had contemplated or attempted suicide. One of the problems with any 
research done in this area is that it is virtually impossible to say whether imprisonment 
caused this risk or if medical and psychological problems are simply compounded by 
the conditions. 



2) INSTITUTIONALISATION

Having adapted to the norms and values of prison life, some prisoners find it 
impossible to cope in the real world on their release. Some even commit crimes with 
the intention of being arrested and returned back to the comfort of what they know –
prison.

Zimbardos 1971 Stanford Prison Study illustrated that individuals can become 
influence by the setting and lose their confidence to act. 



3) PRISONISATION

Similar to institutionalisation, some behaviours that are unacceptable in the outside 
world are encouraged and rewarded inside the walls of a prison. Prisoners learn to 
accept the prisoner code in order to survive, for example the unofficial hierarchy of 
prisoners.

Zamble (1992) in his seven year longitudinal study of long-term inmates, found that 
emotional deprivations were experienced more than physical, except for absence of 
sex. Emotional aspects of support, safety, freedom and privacy were most missed. 
Although the number of friends an inmate had did not change, there was a decrease 
In time spent socialising, mainly as a way to avoid conflict, and as a result prisoners 
felt like they lost emotional connections. 



EFFECTS ON FAMILIES OF OFFENDERS

One possibly neglected area is not much the psychological impact on the prisoner but 
the impact on their families. 

Travis and Waul (2003) wrote extensively , about the effects of incarceration and 
re-entry on children and family, acknowledging that the vast majority of prisoners  
have families in the wider community. These effects will in turn impact on prisoners’ 
perceptions of hopelessness, isolation and anxiety. 



TASK

Take notes on page 381 – Psychology in the real world –
Offenders with poor mental health.

Answer the Strengthen your learning question 2



A01 

Outline one of the psychological effects of custodial sentencing for 
the offender (4 mark) 

1 mark – outline what is meant by psychological effects of 
custodial sentencing

1 mark – identify one of the psychological effects for the offender

2 marks – explain how this will impact the offender.  



A03 

1. Behaviour is an effect of the circumstance

2. Institutionalisation evidence

3. Prison can lead to mental health issues

4. Individual Differences

5. Social roles 



BEHAVIOUR IS AN EFFECT OF THE CIRCUMSTANCE

It can be argued that the behaviour in which a prisoner exhibits can be linked 
to the circumstance of the offender. This means that they are likely to act in a 
specific way due to the context in which they have become apart of. 

Cheeseman (2003) supports this view by looking at aggressive incidents in 
prison which have occurred due to the need to relieve the stress. This suggests 
that aggressive incidents in prison could be due to the surroundings being 
highly stressful, so the aggression is an effect of circumstance. 

Therefore, we can definitively state that imprisonment can have a 
psychological impact on offenders when incarcerated. 



INSTITUTIONALISATION EVIDENCE

There is supporting evidence that institutionalisation does occur when an individual in 
prison for repeat offending. This means that they will be likely to reoffend because 
of the comfort and stability provided by the institution. 

Hollin (1992) stated in his research that there was evidence to suggest that prison 
become ‘home’ to some prisoners. The fact that they received 3 meals a day together 
with a bed and companionship was preferable to them than what they had to deal 
with outside of prison. 

Therefore, prisons need to take steps to prevent offenders from becoming 
institutionalised.  An example of how this can be done is by helping prisoner maintain 
familial networks which in turn provides them with support and stability when they 
leave. 



PRISON CAN LEAD TO MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES

There is an argument that placing individuals in this setting can have a negative 
influence on their mental health. 

Bartol (1995) has suggested that prison is ‘brutal, demeaning and generally 
devastating’. Suicide rates are generally 15 times higher than in society in general. 
Most at risk are young, single men in the first 24 hours of incarceration. Around 25% 
of female and 15% of male prisoners have symptoms of psychosis (severe mental 
illness).

As a result there is a need to change the system to try ensure that ‘brutal, demeaning 
and generally devastating’ effects are dealt with. This will possibly prevent the 
likelihood of an individual committing suicide due to the negative treatment received. 



INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

Not all prisoners react in the same way to incarceration. Some the punishment should 
fit the individual, not necessarily the crime. Therefore, when sentencing the judge 
should take into consideration the offenders environment from which they came and 
their mental health needs. 

As Behaviourists argue that we are born ‘tabula rasa’ which means as a blank slate 
we are socialised (through reinforcement and association) how to behave. Meaning 
sentencing should take this into consideration – so if a person has been raised in a 
‘functional’ environment it would be beneficial to give them a custodial sentence as 
they know ‘socially approved’ versions of right and wrong. However, if they are from 
a ‘dysfunctional’ environment it would be more beneficial to provide intervention and 
support which can help them understand the reasons why their actions are wrong and 
provide additional support for mental health. 



SOCIAL ROLES 

Zimbardo’s main conclusions were that situational factors were more useful for 
explaining the behaviour of prisoners and guards than individual ones. Zimbardo’s 
participants conformed to their ideas of how prisoners and guards should behave.

Therefore, as a result of Zimbardo’s research demonstrates why prisoners behave a 
certain way when they are placed into custody. As they are conforming to the roles 
that they are allocated to in prison, conforming to the institutions ideas. 



16 MARKER 

Outline and evaluate the psychological effects of custodial 
sentencing for offenders. ( 16 marks) 

Introduction: What do we mean by psychology effects of custodial sentencing ? 

Paragraph one: Outline and explain the three effects of custodial sentencing 

1. Stress and Depression

2. Institutionalisation

3. Prisonisation

A03:  You can use the FAMILY effects as A03 here – to show that the effects go 

beyond the ‘individual’ 



RECIDIVISM 



INTRODUCTION 

Given the role of custodial sentencing playing the CJS , the most 
important psychological effect that should be investigated and 
evaluated is whether it helps to change and rehabilitate the 
offender’s attitude and behaviour. An obvious measure of this 
would be the likelihood of reoffending after release called 
recidivism.

The challenge faced by the government in tackling recidivism is 
continually being underlined by figures that reveal little change 
over the last ten years, other than a slight rise in the number of 
criminals returning to crime. 



MINISTRY OF JUSTICE (2012) 

1. More than one in four criminals reoffend within a year of being 
released from jail. This works out to be nearly 500,000 offences 
being committed between them. 

2. The reoffending rate equates to around 26.8% which is an 
increase from 26.3% in the previous year. 

However, this may only be a glimpse into the true level of 
recidivism rates in the UK, as others will have committed an offence 
but not been caught. 



MINISTRY OF JUSTICE (2012) 

50% of repeat offenders were committed by offenders with at least 11 or more 
previous offences. 10 % were committed by nearly 11,000 criminals who had 
previously been jailed at least 11 times.  There has been a slight drop in first time 
offenders re-offending. 

There was also a notable rise in the proportions of criminals who reoffend being 
handed prison sentences of less than 12 months, which increased from 56.6% to 
57.8%. 

The main feature that comes out of the data is that a significant proportion of 
offenders are enmeshed in a ‘circle of crime’, and despite interventions, are 
reoffending soon after their release. The life cycle of offending behaviour has 
become a reinforced role  that they continue to act out due to circumstance, peer 
patterns or the nature of their personality. The relationship to poverty is recurring 
theme for many as well. 



WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS OF RECIDIVISM ON 
SOCIETY ? 

Over two-thirds (67%) of under 18 year olds are 
reconvicted within a year of release offending by all 
recent ex-prisoners in 2007-08 cost the economy between 
£9.5 and £13 billion.



FAMILY MATTERS

Family are an important part of the re-entry process for a released prisoner. Families 
provide an important link to life in the community while inmates are in prison, and 
offer a source of stability, support and encouragement during the challenging 
transition from prison to the home environment. 

Several studies have demonstrated that continued contact with families during and 
immediately after release reduces recidivism and fosters integration into the 
community (Naser and La Vigne, 2006).

This is especially important during the critical period after being released offering 
emotional support and a place to stay. 



WHY DOES RECIDIVISM HAPPEN? 

Prisoners become institutionalised 

Non-adherence to behaviourist principles

Mental Health and addition issues. 

Look on page 382 and take notes on these three 
areas. 



EXAM QUESTION A01

Explain one of the reason for recidivism ( 4 marks)

1 mark – define recidivism

3 marks – identifying and explaining one of the reasons 
for offending (institutionalisation, non-adherence to the 
behaviourist principles or mental health and addiction 
issues)



A03 

1.Only One way to reduce recidivism

2.Alternatives to Imprisonment 

3. Increase support to prevent 
institutionalisation 

4.Certain groups more likely to reoffend

5.Dark figure in statistics 



ONLY ONE WAY TO REDUCE RECIDIVISM

In order to reduce recidivism (i.e. re-offending) punishment needs 
to fit the individual as well as the crime and more research is 
needed into reducing the negative psychological effects of 
imprisonment. 

For example; taking into account the type of crime and the form of 
intervention that may be needed to support the individual outside 
of prison. 

The aim should be for offenders to leave prison fully reformed and 
ready to take on the role of a productive and law-abiding citizen.



ALTERNATIVES TO IMPRISONMENT 

Given that we know prison doesn’t work we need alternatives. 
Some alternatives include probation and restorative justice. 

However, the government is reluctant to invest in prisoners, due to 
economic restraints and public opinion. This often will only happen 
when a significant event takes places in society. For example; 
London Riots. 

But, this is a short-sighted approach, in order to cut crime and 
recidivism rates investment is needed (Economic implication).



INCREASE SUPPORT TO PREVENT 
INSTITUTIONALISATION 

Malott and Fromander (2010) conducted a survey with 102 Australian male 
offenders asking them about how they felt about release from prison and what they 
felt would reduce the likelihood of recidivism. 

They found that the offenders felt unsupported upon release and said that a greater 
level of accessible resources, treatment and/or support services after release would 
help reduce their recidivism. 

This supports the idea that offenders feel institutionalised and that by reoffending 
they re-enter an environment that is organised for them rather than an unsupported 
outside environment 



CERTAIN GROUPS MORE LIKELY TO REOFFEND

There is research to indicate that there are certain groups which can be identified as 
being more likely to reoffend. 

Hanson and Bussiere (1998) looked at the reason why sexual offenders reoffend. 
The rates were low at 13.4% but the main indicators for the likelihood of reoffending 
were found to be lack of completion of treatment within prison and the level of 
sexual deviancy. They found that other factors, such as age, prior offences and level 
of juvenile delinquency predicted recidivism, similarly to non-sexual offender 
populations. 

Therefore his clearly indicates that certain groups are more at risk of recidivism due 
to underlying reason for reoffending. 



DARK FIGURE IN STATISTICS 

The figures for recidivism are based on proven crimes that have been put through the 
court systems. The figure is likely to be much higher as some re-offences go 
undetected or will neve reach court. 

Which arguably is seen as the ‘dark figure’ within statistics as it does not truly reflect 
the amount of offences in society. Therefore, although the rates are thought to be 
high, the numbers are inaccurate and will probably be greater. 



16 MARKER 

Outline and evaluate the reasons for recidivism (16 
marks) 

Introduction: Define Recidivism and evidence for this 

happening. 

Paragraph One: Outline the three reasons for recidivism 

(Prisoners becoming institutionalised, non-adherence to 

behaviourist principles and mental health and addiction 

problems). 



BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION IN 
CUSTODY 



REHABILITATION PROGRAMMES

There are a vast variety of approaches to rehabilitation and we 
will now be looking on this. We will be looking at some of the 
broad fields of behavioural strategies used but also the specific 
programmes like anger management and restorative justice. 



BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION IN CUSTODY 

Behaviour Modification (also known as Behavioural Therapy) has quite a long history 
in psychology, much of it developed in the psychiatric institutions before the advent of  
more community care-related practices. The techniques are based on learning theory, 
especially the concepts of relation to operant conditioning. 

Ayllon and Azrin (1968) worked extensively to develop programmes that would 
build up desirable behaviour – to increase the occurrence of desirable behaviours 
and decrease the occurrence of other less desirable ones. 

The idea is based on the notion that if criminal behaviour is learned in the same way 
as any other behaviour, these inappropriate behaviours can be unlearned in the same 
way. 



BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION IN CUSTODY - TOKEN 
ECONOMY

Token economies illustrate the application of operant conditioning principles to adults 
in institutional settings. They were introduced into mental hospitals in the USA in the 
1960s. Tokens, such as plastic discs are given as rewards for ‘desirable’ behaviour. 
The tokens can then be exchanged for privileges. In theory, tokens reinforce, 
‘appropriate’ behaviour. House credits are used in the same way in schools.

Hobbs and Holt (1976) introduced a token economy programme with young 
delinquents in three behavioural units, a fourth acted as a control. They observed a 
significant improvement in positive behaviour as a result of the introduction of the 
token economy. Allyon (1979) found similar effects in an adult prison.



BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION IN CUSTODY –
CONTEMPORARY DEVELOPMENTS

There are a large number of behaviour modifications programmes now used to help 
offenders address aspects of the offending lifestyle. Treatments aimed at 
rehabilitating offenders are part of a rapidly developing and changing field, with a 
plethora of individual and group-based programmes available and being 
developed. 

Each programme has its own specific aims and potential client groups. The aims can 
focus on specific behaviours, emotions or social skills and in some cases integrate all 
or a theory of approaches in their treatments.  They are designed to address the 
way issues are thought about and the way in which behaviour manifests itself. 



BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION IN CUSTODY – UK 
PRISONS

The UK prison service has developed its own set of accredited programmes, 
which are a series of activities aimed at working with offenders to reduce 
reoffending. Accreditation shows these programmes are evidence-based and 
congruent with the ‘what works’ literature (a 1990’s government supported 
initiative to improve and present consistent effective practice across the prison 
and rehabilitation sector). Programmes vary in length, complexity and mode 
of delivery, and are targeted according to risk and need. 



BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION IN CUSTODY – UK 
PRISONS

In order  to achieve accreditation, each programme will have 
demonstrated that it is based on sound evidence as to which 
techniques and interventions help offenders to change and which 
assessment tools are reliable in targeting the appropriate 
offenders for each intervention. 

For every intervention there is also a commitment to rigorous 
monitoring of the quality of programme delivery and an 
evaluation of the impact made by the programme on future 
reoffending. 



WHAT IS THIS AN EXAMPLE OF ? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zj4mW8S_JFQ


TASK 

Complete the Strengthen your learning 
questions 3 + 4. 



A01 EXAM QUESTION

Describe what is meant by behaviour modification and 
give one example of an intervention that uses it with 
offending behaviour (4 marks)

1 mark – define what is meant by behaviour modification

3 marks - for identifying and describing one behaviour 
modification programme. 



A03

1.BM programmes not always effective

2. Issues with running the programme

3. Ethics behind Token Economies

4. Individual Differences

5. Short term effects



BM PROGRAMMES NOT ALWAYS EFFECTIVE

There is research which suggests that these BM programmes will only work for certain 
individuals. 

Rice (1990) examined the outcomes from 92 prisoners on a token economy 
programme in a maximum security psychiatric hospital and found two things

1. That if it was effective for an individual then it continued to be so while in the 
institution

2. The success shown within the institution has no influence on the offenders outcomes 
once released.

This seems to suggest that it works for certain individuals only and only short term. It 
also means that the programme has no rehabilitative benefits. 



ISSUES WITH RUNNING THE PROGRAMME

One of the biggest issues with within BM programmes is that they are not managed 
or run well within the institutions. 

Support comes from Repucci and Saunders (1974) who found through their research, 
that although the behaviour  management programmes should in theory, be easy to 
run, they are not. This was due to institutional pressures, limited resources and 
inconsistency with staff. There was instances of the ‘rules’ being adapted which 
weaken the impact. 

Therefore, these programmes can only work  along as the institution is able to invest 
staff time and budget into the programmes which are run. 



ETHICS BEHIND TOKEN ECONOMIES

Token economies raise ethical issues. Is it ethical to withhold 
‘privileges’ such as watching TV because a severely disordered 
person does not do what a nurse thinks is desirable? Are people’s 
human rights threatened when staff can control their access to food 
and their freedom of movement?

Therefore, this can be criticised as it would be violating the 
prisoners human rights. This is because it is not reasonable actions 
for a civilised society to take. 



INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

When designing these BM programmes there is a need to take into account individual 
differences. As each individual is motivated by different rewards which means a ‘one 
size fits all’ approach to BM programmes will not work. 

Clinton Field (2004) found that for maximum affect the rewards and frequency of 
them, needed to be individually tailored to the inmate. Think about house credits, 
whilst they work well with Year 7 students, a school mug or pen is hardly going to 
motivate a Year 11 student!

Therefore, individualised BM programmes need to be created to enable for effective 
programmes to be created. 



SHORT TERM EFFECTS

Behaviour modification programmes work well in the short term but 
there is little evidence to suggest they work once the offender has 
left the institution. 

This means they have limited rehabilitative effect, which is not the 
aim of the programme. The reason for this lack of transfer to the 
‘real world’ is probably due to prison being a very controlled 
environment. 

It is also probably because the reward needs to be administered 
immediately, which is not possible out of prison. 



16 MARKS 

Describe and evaluate the use of behaviour modification 
in custody to deal with offending behaviour (16 marks) 

Introduction: Outline and explain what is meant by Behaviour 

modification. 

Paragraph one: Identify one of the methods used for BM (Token 

Economy would be the easiest to describe)

A03: Show off one of the other types of BM you know of – make sure 

you use A03 language here !



ANGER MANAGEMENT 



INTRODUCTION 

A specific area that raises many challenges in the offender 
population is the strong emotion of anger. For some this can be the 
cause or a contributing factor in their offending behaviour (for 
example; domestic abuse, violence and rioting) and for others it 
become an issues that arises during imprisonment. Among many 
programmes aimed at prisoners are focused on the nature of 
anger and how to manage this. 



THE THREE-STAGE PROCESS ANGER MANAGEMENT 
FOLLOWS

1) Cognitive Preparation: - The offender is encourages to reflect on their past 
behaviours and what makes them angry. The therapist works with them to show them 
that their response is irrational and helps them to redefine the situations as non-
threatening. They are taught to recognise their own triggers for anger.

2) Skill Acquisition: - The offenders are taught a range of techniques and skills to 
enable them to avoid triggers and deal with anger-provoking situations more 
rationally. They might require training in assertiveness and effective communication. 
They are taught how to control their own emotions, rather then being ruled by them.

3) Application practice: - Offenders practice their new skills through role-play. The 
therapist will deliberately provoke them to see how they react. The therapist will 
positively reinforce successful strategies.



TYPE OF ANGER MANAGEMENT - CALM 

Controlling Anger and Learning to Manage it (CALM) – An emotion-management 
programme designed for those whose offending behaviour is caused by their 
emotions. The goals are to assist offenders in understanding the factors that trigger 
their anger or aggression and learn skills to manage emotions. 

Ireland (2000) Investigation of whether anger management courses work. A natural 
experiment compared a group of 50 prisoners who had completed CALM and a 
group of 37 who were assessed as suitable, but had not actually taken the course. 
Prisoners who had completed CALM rated themselves lower on the anger 
questionnaire and were rated lower by the prison officers, than the control group. 
92% showed improvements on at least one measure of aggression and anger. 
Conclusions: - In the short-term the treatment seemed effective, but there is no re-
offending data.



TYPE OF ANGER MANAGEMENT - RET 

These types of anger management often involve adaptions of the 
ABCD model created by Albert Ellis for the RET therapy. This is 
widely used in a range of clinical and therapeutic contexts. 

A) Activating Event 

B) Beliefs

C) Consequences

D) Disputing – This needs to be done to come up with alternative 
healthier responses. 



TASK 

Read the worked example of Anger Management RET 

Outline and explain one type of anger management 
used within prisons (2 marks) 

1 mark – identify the programme 

1 mark- explain the programme selected. 



A03 

1. Effects of anger management are 
debateable

2. Individualised programme

3.Huge Investment

4. Interactionist approach

5.Better Than other BM 



EFFECTS OF ANGER MANAGEMENT ARE 
DEBATEABLE 

There is a debate around how effective Anger Management programmes are in 
dealing with offenders with these issues. 

This was tested by Howells et al (2005) whom measured the success level of an 
anger management programme with violent offenders. They found that the 
programme reduced anger, but not to a statically significant level. They also found 
that the level of anger reported to the intervention was an indicator of success, as 
was offenders readiness to take part in the programme. 

Therefore, this shows the effectiveness of Anger Management programmes is 
debateable and that other factors associated with the offender will influence success. 



INDIVIDUALISED PROGRAMME

Anger management requires for offenders to reflect on their actions both past and in 
the future. This means that a specially designed programme needs to be created to 
enable for individuals to deal with their own ‘unique’ issues. 

Koons et al (1997) examined the factors that seemed to contribute the most to anger 
management interventions with offenders. They found that offenders and practitioners 
both suggested that an individualised programmes was effective together with the 
way it was delivered by staff. It seems trainers needed to be selected carefully to 
give the programme every success. 

Therefore, for these programmes to work staff selected need to have a positive 
relationship with the offender and the programmes needs to be high quality and 
individualised for high success levels. 



HUGE INVESTMENT

As previously identified that the effects of Anger Management is debateable. 
However, a practical issues associated with these programmes is the demand it 
would have on prison resources. 

Anger Management is very expensive and time consuming as it required highly 
skilled therapists. Therefore, the prison would have to employ and also train 
staff to be able to complete these programmes with offenders. Which is a 
huge investment in a programme whereby the effects are not 100% assured. 
As the prisoner must be motivated and want to change. 



INTERACTIONIST APPROACH

Anger management is an eclectic approach it uses a cognitive approach in stage 1, 
behavioural in stage 2 and social in stage 3. This recognises that offending behaviour 
is the complex interaction between social and psychological factors. Therefore, it can 
be seen as an interactionists approach using two separate areas to create a therapy 
which could deal with a range of issues faced by the offender. 

This is a strength of the Anger Management programmes as it enables for a holistic 
approach to be taken in understanding offender behaviour. 



BETTER THAN OTHER BM 

Anger management is more likely to lead to a permanent change in behaviour than 
behaviour modification programmes (token economies) as it focuses on changing the 
way an offender both thinks and behaves.

As Token Economies do not take into account the different views offenders may have 
regarding ‘rewards and punishments’. This is demonstrated by Clinton Field (2004) 
who found that for maximum affect the rewards and frequency of them in a token 
economy, needed to be individually tailored to the inmate. Think about house credits, 
whilst they work well with Year 7 students, a school mug or pen is hardly going to 
motivate a Year 11 student!

Therefore, if a prison were investing in a programme Anger Management would be 
more effective in dealing with root cause of offending behaviour rather than 
providing a temporary behaviour change. 



16 MARKER 

Outline and evaluate Anger management as a behaviour 
modification programme ( 16 marks)  

Introduction: Outline and explain what is meant by Behaviour 

Modification and define anger management. 

Paragraph One: Outline one method of Behaviour Modification 

– such as CALM or RET (I would go for RET and use CALM as an 

alternative posed as an A03 point). 



RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 



INTRODUCTION 

With the increasing costs and concerns about the effectiveness of custodial sentencing 
and other related strategies there has been a countermovement over recent years 
towards redefining punishment away from hurting the offender (continuing the ‘cycle 
of harm’) to readdress the offence by compensating the victim. Programmes taking 
this stance are called restorative justice programmes. 

De Haan and Loader (2002) discuss this in terms of redistributive justice and a means 
of reconnecting the offenders and their victims in a way that actively seeks to redress 
the balance of harm. In parts it reflects more recognition of the neglected rights and 
needs of the victim too. 

Look at how often news and on television we hear of or see victims families attending 
the public galleries in courts as the only way of grasping why and how the crime 
happened. This is also perhaps their only opportunity to have some sort of face-to-
face with the offender.





RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 

In its most direct form restorative justice involves the offender and victim meeting in 
the presence of other professionals and attempting reconciliation, with the offender 
making reparations to the victim by trying to explain themselves. The explanation 
may be enough in itself, or depending on the crime, offenders can pay the victim 
back directly or in some other way, such as through work or community tasks. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWtFtWY3Hh8


AIMS OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 

Rehabilitation of Offenders – Being punished is a passive process, restorative justice 
requires the offender to be an active participant in the process. It is tough for the 
offender they have to listen to the impact of their crimes on the victim and take full 
responsibility for their actions. The experience should reduce the likelihood of them 
reoffending.

Atonement for Wrongdoing – Offenders may offer concrete compensation (money 
or unpaid work) or atone by showing genuine feelings of guilt and remorse.

Victim’s Perspective – Restorative justice restores power to the victim. Their voice is 
heard in the legal process and they feel that their feelings have been taken into 
account. Many who have been through the process report that it has reduced their 
feeling of being a ‘victim’ and helped them to feel safe again.



RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 

Sherman et al (2005) evaluated 4 such face-to-face restorative justice programmes 
in the UK and Australia. They found that these programmes were more successful in 
victims feeling less anger/revengeful, less self-blaming and more forgiving. These 
programmes therefore appear to work as a policy for reducing harm to victims, and 
although it is believed that they might help reduce recidivism. 

However, this still needs to be established by substantive research rather than 
individual cases.



RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 

There were a number of changes introduced in the Criminal Justice Act (2003) to 
improve the community sentencing regime and produce a more responsive and 
flexible approach to sentencing. 

Community punishment orders focus on offenders having to undertake unpaid work 
for the community, usually in areas where they have offended, and the orders may 
contain special provisions for drug and alcohol treatment, anger management classes, 
curfews or exclusions. 

They are usually all under the supervision of probation or criminal justice social 
workers. The idea is that the offenders are redressing their crimes by giving 
something back to the community as well as redefining life skills for themselves. 



TASK 

Read the article and outline whether you think 
restorative justice worked?



QUESTION 

Explain what restorative justice programme entails ( 6 
marks) 

1 mark – define restorative justice 

2 marks – identify the 3 aims of restorative justice

3 marks – explain what this entails in each of the aims. 



A03

1.Victims perspective

2.Offenders Perspective

3. The programme works!

4. Feminist Perspective

5. First Time offenders



VICTIMS PERSPECTIVE

For the Restorative Justice programme to work there is a need for the victims to 
believe in the effectiveness of the programme. 

Miers et al (2001) examined the extent to which victims felt happy with restorative 
justice programmes. The majority of victims were happy with the outcome, although 
some were cynical about the offenders sincerity and their motivation in taking park. 
For example; the offender may get a reduced sentence. Some also found that it 
made uncomfortable feelings resurface and some victims found it intimidating. 

There is a clear piece of evidence suggesting that they see this programmes as 
worthwhile BUT it could do more harm than good for the victims and community in 
some circumstances. Therefore, selected offenders should only be allowed to use this 
programme if the victim is capable of dealing with coming face-to-face with the 
offender. 



OFFENDERS PERSPECTIVE

The CJS will try to ensure programmes that are used aimed at reducing recidivism. 
Therefore, offenders should see this programme as something that allows for them to 
fix what they have done and develop from the experience. 

Sherman and Strong (2007) looked at the perspective and judgement of the 
offenders. They found that the offenders said that they had found it beneficial and 
there was a decrease in reoffending rates following the use of restorative justice. 

Therefore, from the governments perspective this can be seen as programme which 
will allow for the recidivism rate to reduce as offenders are benefitting in someway 
from the programme. 



THE PROGRAMME WORKS!

It is clear that the restorative justice programme has the potential of being successful. 
However, the government will only decide to reinvest in this programmes for as long as 
there are high levels of satisfaction. 

Latimer, Doden and Muise (2012) stated that the restorative justice programmes 
compares more favourably to other forms of punishment. There is research suggesting 
that the reoffending rate is lower and both the victim and offender report high levels 
of satisfaction with this programme. 

As a result of the high levels of satisfaction the government will see this as a 
programme which works and warrants further investment. 



THE PROGRAMME WORKS!

Evidence of this can be seen through Shapland’s (2007) research which 
concluded that every £1 spent on restorative justice would save the 
government £8 through reduced reoffending. 

However, there are costs involved in training mediators and high dropout rates 
from offenders unable to face their victims, so it may not always be cost 
effective.



FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE

There has been an argument emerging that this type of programme may not 
be useful in dealing with all types of offences specifically those that involve 
domestic abuse or sexual assault. 

Women’s Aid have called for a ban on the use of restorative justice in cases 
of domestic abuse, as they believe it is inappropriate.

Therefore, alternative methods of BM should be used when dealing with 
offences which involve sexual assault or domestic violence. 



FIRST TIME OFFENDERS

There is a discussion around the appropriateness of all criminals being 
exposed to restorative justice. As there is evidence to suggest Restorative 
justice is most effective with young, first time offenders. It provides a short, 
sharp shock and forces them to face up to the consequences of their actions.

Therefore, if you have a repeat offender it is less likely to work as they have 
entered into a ‘cycle of harm’. As a result it may be more beneficial for the 
offender to complete an alternative BM programme like Anger Management. 



16 MARKER! NEARLY THE LAST ONE!

Outline and evaluate restorative justice as a behaviour 
modification programme (16 marks) 

Introduction: Outline and explain what is meant by Behaviour 

Modification and define restorative justice. 

Paragraph One: Outline the 3 aims of RJ and then explain why 

it is being used (TO REDUCE RECIDIVISM!!!) 



16 MARKER! THE LAST ONE!

Discuss two ways of dealing with offending 
behaviour (16 marks) 
Introduction: Need to note down the two ways of dealing wit 

offending behaviour Custodial Sentencing or BM or Anger 

Management or RJ? 

Paragraph One: Outline One Way – then Outline the other way (Short 

Sharp and Concise!)

Paragraph Two: Compare the two against each other is one more 

effective than the other. 




